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MOVEMENTS OF THE MANGROVE WARBLER  
IN BAJA CALIFORNIA SUR
CHERyL L. SCHWEIzER and ROBERT C. WHITMORE, P. O. Box 6125, West 
Virginia University, Morgantown, West Virginia 26506 (current address P. O. Box 
257, Ethridge, Montana 59435); Cheryl_Schweizer@yahoo.com

ABSTRACT: Mangrove forests are one of the most productive ecosystems in 
the world. Despite this, over half of the world’s mangroves have been lost through 
human activities. As suitable habitat declines, mangrove birds are forced into small 
isolated patches, exposing them to the dynamics of small populations. Our primary 
objective was to quantify local movement of Mangrove Warblers of the apparently 
sedentary subspecies Setophaga petechia castaneiceps, endemic to mangroves of 
Baja California Sur. In 2010, we captured and color-banded 108 breeding adult 
Mangrove Warblers at 16 sites, then surveyed all surrounding mangroves during the 
following winter and breeding seasons. We found no movement from one stand of 
mangroves to another, but we did find territory switching within a stand from winter 
to the breeding season. The rate of replacement of birds in a territory was high, sug-
gesting that the proportion of floaters is high. We found no significant changes in 
population density by season or sex.

The underlying framework for the conservation of fragmented populations 
is founded on the principles of island biogeography (MacArthur and Wilson 
1967), that the probability of a species’ occurrence in a patch of habitat 
varies as a function of the patch’s size and isolation (Prugh et al. 2008). 
Simberloff (1974) stated, “any patch of habitat isolated from similar habitat 
by different, relatively inhospitable terrain traversed only with difficulty by 
organisms of the habitat patch may be considered an island.” The wildlife 
of habitat islands risks extirpation through random variation in demographic 
rates and environmental conditions, loss in genetic heterozygosity, edge ef-
fects, cultural erosion, and human disturbance (Burkey 1995, Ludwig 1996). 
Small populations inhabiting habitat islands are especially vulnerable to these 
pressures (Smith et al. 2006). Rates of habitat fragmentation are so high 
that virtually all natural (continuous) terrestrial habitats and protected areas 
(such as nature preserves and parks) are certain to become habitat islands 
(Groombridge and Jenkins 2002). 

Worldwide, over 50% of mangroves have been destroyed (Holguin et al. 
2006). The mangrove forest of Baja California Sur, Mexico, is a mosaic of 
small islands as a result of habitat fragmentation due to human activity. Within 
20 years (1972–1992), 65% of mangrove forests in Mexico were destroyed 
(Herrera-Silveira and Ceballos-Cambranis 2000), and a further 70,000 ha 
were lost from 1993 to 2000 (SEMARNAT 2003). In northwestern Mexico, 
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2300 ha were lost from the early 1970s to 2005 (Ruiz-Luna et al. 2010), 
Furthermore, this region is affected by seasonal hurricanes, which damage 
mangroves by reducing their stem density and basal area and by uprooting 
trees (Kovac et al. 2001). Not only are tropical depressions common, 78% of 
Mexico’s national total of hurricanes occur here (Flores-Verdugo et al. 1992). 
Some stands of mangroves in this area are weakened, being homogeneous 
in tree structure and diversity, broken by gaps, or in poor health from lack 
of benthic microbes, heightening the need for these unique habitats to be 
studied and their biodiversity preserved.

In 2003, mangrove management in Mexico was regulated by Norma 
Oficial Mexicana NOM-022-SEMARNAT-2003, which “established the 
specifications for preservation, conservation, sustainable use and restoration 
of the coastal wetlands in mangrove areas” (SEMARNAT 2003). This law 
allowed for the enforcement of mangrove protection, until the agreement in 
2004 to add Article 4.43, which states, “the prohibition of work and activities 
set out in paragraphs 4.4 and 4.22 and the limits set out in paragraphs 4.14 
and 4.16 may be excluded if there is a preventative report of environmental 
impact statement, or if the case establishes compensation arrangements 
for the benefit of wetlands and it obtains corresponding authorization for 
change of land use” (Diario Oficial de la Federación, 3 May 2004). This 
addition drew immediate attention from many environmental organizations 
calling for revision of the article. In 2007 another article was added (Article 
60 TER of the Wildlife General Law), in which “it is forbidden to remove, 
fill, transplant, prune, or conduct any work or activity which directly or 
indirectly affects mangroves” (Diario Oficial de la Federación, 1 February 
2007). Under this addition, Mexico prohibited nearly all urban development 
harmful to mangrove ecosystems. 

Few birds specialize in mangrove forests, and detailed research on the 
ecology of these specialists is sparse (Hogarth 1999, Luther and Greenberg 
2009). One of the many subspecies of the yellow Warbler (Browning 1994), 
Setophaga petechia castaneiceps is endemic to the mangroves of Baja 
California Sur. It is an apparently sedentary (although no published data have 
confirmed this) habitat specialist confined to mangroves year round (Curson 
et al. 1994). Although Baja California Sur has dry and rainy seasons, Cox 
(1968) considered the lack of extreme seasonality to be a major factor in 
tropical birds’ ability to maintain territories and often monogamous pair 
bonds year round.

As the Mangrove Warbler specializes on a unique yet declining habitat, 
more research on its patterns of movement is needed. Rates of immigra-
tion and emigration into and out of mangrove stands in part determine the 
subspecies’ susceptibility to the risks run by isolated, small populations. 
Presumably the number of birds living in one patch is limited by space and 
competition for resources such as nesting sites and food (e. g., Holmes 
2010). Low numbers, coupled with isolation and a sedentary lifestyle (pos-
sibly no immigration and emigration), may be depressing genetic variation 
(Harrison and Hastings 1996, Callens et al. 2011). Inbreeding may be 
making the populations more susceptible to environmental changes. Five 
named hurricanes crossed Baja California Sur between 2001 and 2009 
(NOAA 2011), displacing birds, destroying habitat, and possibly adding to 
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genetic complications. Also, increasing fragmentation of mangroves may be 
increasing edge effects. Because these factors may threaten the viability of 
S. p. castaneiceps, we attempted to quantify its local movement.

STUDy AREA

The study area included the known range of S. p. castaneiceps, which 
inhabits patches of mangroves on both coasts of Baja California Sur north 
to San Ignacio Lagoon and Estero el Coyote (Pond Lagoon) on the Pacific 
coast and to Ejido San Lucas (27.23° N) on the Gulf of California (Browning 
1994, Dunn and Garrett 1997) (Figure 1). On the basis of locations reported 
by Whitmore et al. (2000), we established within this range 16 study sites in 
five general areas: La Paz, Mulegé, and Ejido San Lucas, comprising 13 sites 
along the Sea of Cortez, and Magdalena Bay and Puerto Adolfo López Ma-
teos, comprising 3 sites along the Pacific coast (Figure 1). Each study site was 
a discrete mangrove stand separated by desert from the next closest stand. 

The stands of mangrove at all study sites on the Sea of Cortez were less than 
1.8 km (straight line distance) in maximum length or width. Their area ranged 
from 2.4 to 6 ha, except for site LP6, which covered 25.1 ha. On the Pacific 
coast, Magdalena Bay supports a large continuous mangrove stand stretching 
(straight-line distance) approximately 115 km along the coast. Our largest site 
(67.8 ha) was at Magdalena Bay. The entire study area spanned a total straight-
line distance of 390 km and total area of 127.5 ha. The distance between 
neighboring study sites averaged 6.6 km but ranged from 0.9 to 31.8 km.

Arid Baja California Sur has an annual precipitation <300 mm and mean 
temperatures of 20–22°C (Ruiz-Luna et al. 2010). Its mangroves are of three 
species, Avicennia germinans (black mangrove), Rhizophora mangle (red 
mangrove), and Laguncularia racemosa (white mangrove) (Hogarth 1999, 
Flores-Verdugo et al. 1992, Ruiz-Luna et al. 2010). Unlike those elsewhere, 
in Baja California Sur mangrove trees seldom exceed 5 m in height (Felger 
et al. 2001). Our study areas were dominated by red mangrove (pers. obs.). 

METHODS

Data Recording

At each study site, we captured and banded Mangrove Warblers during 
the breeding season (May 2010) by using recordings of their songs to lure 
them into mist nets. When broadcasting the songs, we assessed the birds’ 
territoriality by their behavior, considering them to be defending a territory 
if they fluttered their wings, flew at the speaker or observer, chirped, chased 
other birds, or countersang to the recording. 

We banded each bird with a U.S. Geological Survey aluminum band and 
unique combination of color bands for identification of individuals. We re-
corded locations of capture via a GPS unit with a minimum accuracy of 10 
m. After being banded, birds were released at the point of capture.

All birds captured were adult by plumage and skull pneumatization. We 
observed no juveniles or fledglings; apparently nestlings had not yet fledged 
by the time of our banding, and the broadcasting of song targeted territorial 
adults. When possible, we sexed the birds by coloration and presence of 
brood patch or cloacal protuberance (Howell and Webb 1995, Pyle 1997). 
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We recorded a pair if both a female and male were captured at the same 
location and defended the territory together. 

As reported by Salgado-Ortiz et al. (2008), at Celestún, yucatán, subspe-
cies bryanti defends territories and maintains permanent pair bonds and a 
stable population density year round. Since we were interested in movements 
year round, we searched for banded birds in November 2010 as well as in 
the following breeding season (April 2011). 

We revisited each point of original capture (net location) at least once in 
November and April. At each location, we broadcasted Mangrove Warbler 
vocalizations for 15 minutes or until we detected a bird (banded or unbanded). 
We recorded all individuals detected during the 15 minutes within 10 m of the 
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Figure 1. Five major study areas (San Lucas, Mulegé, Puerto Adolfo López Mateos 
(PALM), Magdalena Bay, and La Paz) and specific sites of study of movements of the 
Mangrove Warbler in Baja California Sur, Mexico.
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point (Hutto et al. 1986) and noted their behavior. We chose a small radius 
because of the density of the vegetation and to ensure 100% detection within 
that radius. We spent more than 15 minutes at the location if needed to confirm 
if a bird was banded, but we recorded no individuals after the 15-minute survey. 

To standardize our effort at resighting, we recorded net hours and ob-
servation hours to keep effort as equal as possible (Winker et al. 1997) per 
location of original capture. We attempted to resight the birds at the same 
times of the day as the original capture and under desirable field conditions, 
with slight differences due to seasonal changes in the times of sunrise and 
sunset. By standardizing effort at resighting by location of original capture 
(regardless of how many birds were captured there) we attempted to keep 
the distance the broadcasts could be heard equal, reducing the chance the 
birds would be drawn in to the area of broadcast. 

Data Analyses
We excluded from our analyses the six individuals we could not sex. In-

dividuals that were detected multiple times during a resighting survey were 
only counted once. If a Mangrove Warbler followed the observers from one 
survey point to a neighboring point (which was obvious), we counted it only 
once at the point where it first actively defended a territory.

We defined resighting success as the percent of banded birds resighted 
during each survey. Because we visited some study sites more often than oth-
ers during the follow-up surveys, we needed to express the percent of birds 
resighted by a measure of effort. To this end, we divided the total number of 
individuals resighted by number of individuals we attempted to resight. We 
calculated population density by dividing the number of individuals detected 
during the 15-minute surveys by the area of the site. 

Using a repeated-measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) in SAS (version 
9.2), we tested for significant differences in densities by sex category (male, 
female, and pair) and survey season We used ArcMap 9.3.1 to measure the 
distances banded birds moved from their location of original capture. We 
confirmed birds’ switching territories and replacing others in a territory by 
comparing their locations to their previous locations by GPS. 

RESULTS

Capture, Territoriality, and Resighting Success

During the breeding season of 2010, we captured and banded 74 adult 
males and 34 adult females (28 pairs, Figure 2) at 57 locations within the 
16 study sites. Every individual captured was actively defending its territory. 
Chipping was the main territorial cue Mangrove Warblers used both in winter 
and the breeding season; song was secondary. Even in the morning during 
the breeding season, song was infrequent and the birds communicated more 
consistently with their chip notes. Playing song and chip notes during both 
follow-up surveys led to aggression by both the male and female territory 
holders in which they chased off intruders (including migrant yellow War-
blers). Adult males’ responses involved more flying and chasing, whereas 
females’ aggression was harsh chipping accompanied by hopping through 
the mangrove trees looking for the unrecognized individual. 
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 We resighted 43 marked males and 13 marked females, representing 
52% of all birds banded. Nine marked males and two marked females were 
resighted in both November and April, as were four pairs that remained 
together through the year of this study. The highest number of resighted 
banded birds (25) was in the La Paz study area; the lowest (6) was at Mag-
dalena Bay (Figure 2). The percentage of resighted banded birds, both males 
(75%) and females (56%), was greatest at Mulegé (Table 1). The percentage 
of banded males resighted was 58%, that of females 38% (Table 1). The 
percentages of males (37%, n = 22) and females 20%, n = 5) resighted 
during November were greater than those during the following April (30% 
and 14%, respectively, Table 1). 

Population Density

The density of adult males, adult females, and pairs was greatest in the 
San Lucas study area in the breeding season of 2010 (2.2/ha, 1.7/ha, and 
1.7/ha, respectively) and in November 2010 (1.5/ha, 1.0/ha, and 1.0/ha, 
respectively) (Table 2). In April 2011, these densities were highest at Mulegé 
(1.1/ha, Table 2). All sites and seasons combined, the average density of 
adult males was 1.3/ha, that of adult females 0.9/ha, and that of pairs 0.9/
ha. The density of males was significantly higher than that of females and 
pairs during all three seasons surveyed (P = 0.02). There was no significant 
change in overall density from season to season. 

Territory Switching

We detected no movements from one patch of mangroves to another. 
From November 2010 to April 2011, however, eight banded males moved 
their territories within a patch, by an average distance of 0.59 km. We ob-
served movement of only one female, to the closest neighboring territory 
with a male. 

MOVEMENTS OF THE MANGROVE WARBLER IN BAJA CALIFORNIA SUR

Figure 2. Number of Mangrove Warblers banded (May 2010) and resighted (November 
2010, April 2011) in Baja California Sur by site. PALM, Puerto Adolfo López Mateos.
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Territory Replacement

Forty-seven males and 21 females vacated their territory during the study. 
Vacancies of males were filled by another male in 32 cases (68%). An open-
ing for a female was filled 14 times (67%). Unbanded males and females 
were more likely to fill vacant territories (n = 25) than were banded males 
(n = 7) and females (n = 1). Of the 28 pairs of which we banded both the 
male and the female, we resighted 4. Of the remaining 24 pairs, 11 were 
not observed again, while of the 13 of which one of the pair was resighted, 
11 individuals were resighted with a new mate and 2 males remained in their 
territories but we did not see a mate with them.The majority of the territory 
replacements took place between November 2010 and April 2011; only 
four took place between May and November 2010.

DISCUSSION

Our results confirm that S. p. castaneiceps is a year-round resident. Ter-
ritorial birds, both males and females, moved minimally and defended the 
territory year round, much like other tropical passerines (Greenberg and 
Gradwohl 1986, 1997, Lefebvre et al. 1992, Morton et al. 2000, Salgado-
Ortiz et al. 2008). Although not all banded individuals were resighted, and 
we observed new unbanded adult Mangrove Warblers during both follow-up 
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Table 1 Percentages of Banded Mangrove Warblers Resighted by Study Period, 
Area, and Sex

Study area 
and site

November 2010 April 2011 Total

% Resighted  
by effort

% Resighted of 
number banded

% Resighted  
by effort

% Resighted of 
number banded

% Resighted of 
numberbanded

Male Female Male Female Male Female Male Female Male Female

La Paz 58.30 33.3 48.3 25.0 48.3 12.5 48.3 12.5 66.7 37.5
LP1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
LP3 100  100 50 50 100
LP4 100 50 100 50 100 0 100 0 100 50
LP6 63.6 100 58.3 33.3 50 0 50 0 83.3 33.3
LP7 16.7 0 10 0 30 50 30 50 40 50

Magdalena 
Bay 11.8 0 11.1 0 27.8 28.6 27.8 28.6 27.8 28.6

MB1 15.4 0 15.4 0 23.1 0 23.1 0 23.1 0
MB3 0 0 0 0 40 66.7 40 66.7 40 66.7

Puerto Adolfo López Mateos 42.9 25 42.9 25 42.9 25
Mulegé 40 12.5 33.3 11.1 50 55.6 50 55.6 75 55.6

MU2 60 0 60 0 40 100 40 100 80 100
MU3 0 50 0 50 100 50 100 50 100 50
MU4 100 0 33.3 0 33.3 50 33.3 50 66.7 50
MU5 0 0 0 0 50 0 50 0 50 0
MU6 0 0 0 0 100 0 100 0 100 0

San Lucas 11.1 16.7 11.1 14.3 33.3 28.6 33.3 28.6 44.4 28.6
SL1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
SL2 33.3 50 33.3 50 33.3 100 33.3 100 66.7 100
SL3 0 0 0 0 40 0 40 0 40 0

Total 37.3 20 29.7 14.7  43.2 32.4 43.2 32.4  58.1 38.2
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surveys, we infer that adults of S. p. castaneiceps are sedentary, only juve-
niles dispersing. Failure to resight could be due to mortality, loss of bands, or 
missed detections. On the east coast of Baja California Sur, failure to resight 
banded birds cannot be due to their emigration from study sites because we 
surveyed all mangrove stands in that region. During the initial surveys in 
the breeding season of 2010, the unbanded adults may have been present 
as floaters, missed because of their nonterritorial behavior. The density of 
mangrove stands makes Mangrove Warblers difficult to detect. 

Despite the high rate of replacement of individuals, territory occupancy 
and density of S. p. castaneiceps remained fairly stable through the year, 
much like those of S. p. bryanti (Salgado-Ortiz et al. 2008). This pattern 
is consistent with other sedentary tropical birds (Cox 1985, Greenberg and 
Gradwohl 1986, 1997, Gorrell et al. 2005). We observed only one addition 
of a territorial pair to a mangrove patch. The density of males appearing 
greater than that of females and pairs may be due males’ more assertive 
defense of their territories, leading to a higher detection rate.

Of the 43 banded males we resighted, all adults, 8 (19%) moved to another 
territory. In all of these cases, the male was seen with a new female. One 
male switched his territory to a neighboring territory (abandoning his female), 
paired with the female already in that territory, and recruited an additional 
female from a neighboring territory from which the male had disappeared. 

Territory switching by tropical birds that are territorial year round is com-
mon; for example, Greenberg and Gradwohl (1997) reported that 37.5% 
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Table 2 Population Densitya of the Mangrove Warbler in Baja California Sur

 
Study area 
and site

March–July 2010 November 2010 April 2011

Male Female Pairs Male Female Pairs Male Female Pairs

La Paz 0.72 0.22 0.22 0.72 0.37 0.35 0.47 0.32 0.42
LP1 0.42 0.42 0.42 1.27 0.84 0.84 0.42 0 0
LP3 0.54 0 0 0.54 0.27 0.27 0.27 0.54 0.27
LP4 1.11 0.55 0.55 2.77 1.39 1.39 1.94 0.83 0.83
LP6 0.48 0.16 0.16 0.36 0.24 0.20 0.40 0.32 0.32
LP7 1.70 0.34 0.34 0.85 0.17 0.17 1.02 0.85 0.85

Magdalena 
Bay 

0.27 0.10 0.10 0.15 0.10 0.10 0.13 0.13 0.13

MB1 0.50 0.15 0.15 0.35 0.23 0.23 0.23 0.19 0.19
MB3 0.12 0.07 0.07 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.07 0.10 0.10

Puerto Adolfo López Mateos
 1.08 0.62 0.62 — — — 0.77 0.77 0.77
Mulegé 1.37 1.03 0.91 0.91 0.23 0.23 1.14 1.14 1.14

MU2 3.55 2.13 2.13 2.13 0 0 2.13 2.84 2.84
MU3 2.86 5.71 2.86 2.86 2.86 2.86 2.86 2.86 2.86
MU4 0.93 0.62 0.62 0.62 0 0 0.93 0.93 0.93
MU5 0.68 0.34 0.34 0.34 0 0 0.68 0.34 0.34
MU6 1.14 1.14 1.14 1.14 1.14 1.14 1.14 1.14 1.14

San Lucas 2.23 1.73 1.73 1.49 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99
SL1 5.88 5.88 5.88 5.88 0 0 0 0 0
SL2 1.72 1.15 1.15 1.72 1.72 1.72 1.15 1.15 1.15
SL3 2.36 1.89 1.89 0.94 0.47 0.47 0.94 0.94 0.94

aNumber of individuals per hectare.
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of Checker-throated Antwrens (Epinecrophylla fulviventris) of known age 
switched territories. Vacant territories are filled within a day (Levin 1996, 
Morton et al. 2000). Mangrove Warblers maintain type A territories within 
which courtship, mating, nesting, and foraging all occur. Territory switching 
may be due to vacancy of a territory with more resources or an available 
mate (Morton et al. 2000, Fedy and Stutchbury 2004). Whether the original 
territorial males were displaced or died and subsequently replaced by another 
individual is unknown. 

Experiments with the sedentary White-bellied Antbird (Myrmeciza lon-
gipes) found that when adult males were temporarily removed from their 
territories, some neighboring territorial males switched to the new open 
territories (Fedy and Stuchbury 2004). Switching to territories where more 
food (Gorrell et al. 2005) or foraging substrate (Morton et al. 2000) is avail-
able has also been recorded in other species of resident territorial birds, 
presumably helping the birds increase their survivorship or fitness. 

We observed a high rate of replacement of individuals (53% of males, 62% 
of females). In habitats where birds maintain a stable population density and 
are territorial year round, it is common that vacant territories are filled within 
a matter of hours (Greenberg and Gradwohl 1997, Morton et al. 2000, Fedy 
and Stutchbury 2004). In November, we observed many yellow Warblers 
throughout the mangrove sites but we could not confirm whether these were 
migrant yellow Warblers from farther north, immature Mangrove Warblers, 
or floaters. We do not know where or when these individuals moved to the 
vacant territories, but it is plausible they were floaters. A high incidence of 
floaters could be due to lack of dispersal of young, the limited extent of habitat 
suitable for territory establishment, or possibly a response to an increase 
in the density of males (Smith et al. 2006). Other studies, however, report 
that floaters are uncommon among sedentary territorial birds (Levin 1996, 
Morton et al. 2000, Fedy and Stuchbury 2004). 

It is possible that the individuals that gained access to the territories were 
the young from the previous year (as a function of density dependence; 
Woolfenden and Fitzpatrick 1984). We do not know whether the young 
disperse out of their natal mangrove stand, as we captured no juveniles. 
Salgado Ortiz et al. (2008) found that fledglings of S. p. bryanti remained 
in natal territories for an average of 27.4 days but did not investigate their 
movements or dispersal after this time. 

In a resident island population of the Song Sparrow (Melospiza melodia), 
Smith et al. (2006) found that 35% of territory replacements were by first-
year floaters. They also reported that about 25% of the displaced territory 
holders became floaters in their previously held territory. These territory 
replacements differed by the male’s age, males 2 and 3 years old being more 
likely to take over territories than those 1 or ≥4 years old. 

Given the rate of destruction and fragmentation of mangroves worldwide, 
continued research on mangrove specialists is crucial. Information on dis-
persal of young Mangrove Warblers is needed for a better understanding of 
site fidelity, floaters, and possibly founding of new populations as a result of 
tropical storms. Furthermore, estimates of the population size and a better 
understanding of basic life history would aid any efforts toward the conserva-
tion of both the Mangrove Warbler and mangrove ecosystems.
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ABSTRACT: The largely palearctic Red-necked Stint has been documented breed-
ing in the Nearctic Region only in Alaska, from which 12 records were published 
from 1909 to 1975. In summer 2012 we found a family of Red-necked Stints in the 
Kigluaik Mountains of the Seward Peninsula, in tundra of the dwarf shrub mat type 
with ≥50% cover of bare rock. The photographs obtained are the first published of 
the Red-necked Stint breeding in Alaska.

The Red-necked Stint (Calidris ruficollis) breeds in three disjunct regions, 
all in northern Russia: (1) the central and eastern portions of the Taimyr 
Peninsula, (2) the area south and upland of the Lena River delta, and (3) 
from the western side of the Kolyma lowlands east to the Chukchi Peninsula 
(the presumed core of the breeding range) and south to northern Kamchatka 
(Lappo et al. 2012, Figure 1). After breeding, Red-necked Stints from central 
Siberia are thought to migrate south by interior flyways, while those breed-
ing in northeastern Russia and Alaska are thought to migrate south along 
the East Asian–Australasian flyway (Piersma et al. 1996). The winter range 
extends from India east to China and south to Australia and New zealand 
(Morozov and Tomkovich 1984, Piersma et al. 1996). In the Nearctic 
Region, the Red-necked Stint occurs regularly only in Alaska, where it is a 
rare spring and fall migrant in southwestern Alaska, a rare spring migrant, 
rare breeder, and very rare fall migrant in western Alaska, and a very rare 
spring migrant and summer visitant in northern Alaska (Kessel and Gibson 
1978, Kessel 1989). The last published record of breeding was in 1975 
(Kessel and Gibson 1978).

Like most calidridine sandpipers, the Red-necked Stint generally lays a 
4-egg clutch (Cramp and Simmons 1983, Piersma et al. 1996) in a small 
cup on the ground, lined with grass and willow leaves. Depending on loca-
tion, the species begins laying eggs from late May to mid-June; eggs hatch 
from mid-June to early July (Portenko 1972, Kessel 1989). 

In this paper, we report on the habitat and behavior of Red-necked Stints 
that nested on the Seward Peninsula in 2012 and review the status of the 
species’ breeding in North America.

2012 BREEDING RECORD

On 30 June 2012, while searching for nests of the Red Knot (C. canu-
tus) in the Kigluaik Mountains, about 45 km northwest of Nome, Seward 
Peninsula (64.50° N, 165.41° W; Figure 1), Warnock observed a small 
drab shorebird flush and give an alarm call. Given the Western Sandpipers 
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(C. mauri) in the area, he first assumed the bird was that species. Soon a 
second, more brightly colored bird (Figure 2), readily identified as a Red-
necked Stint and presumably the male (Pavel Tomkovich pers. comm. 2012), 
appeared, calling. Subsequently, both adults performed a distraction display 
characterized by a low, hunched-over posture with slightly spread wings 
(Figure 3). We then observed four very young chicks (1 or 2 days old). We 
photographed the birds (still and video) and recorded their vocalizations. The 
audio recording is archived in and accessible through Cornell University’s 
Macaulay Library (catalog number ML176409). On 4 July we observed a 
drab adult and a single chick, 1.5 km from the original location. Given that 
young Western Sandpiper chicks of a similar size can move over 0.5 km in 
a day (Ruthrauff and McCaffery 2005), we assumed these stints were from 
the brood we saw initially.

This family occurred on an alpine granitic ridge 16 km inland from Norton 
Sound and 300 m above sea level. The surrounding habitat was mainly dwarf 
shrub mat (Kessel 1979), comprising dwarf shrubs (Empetrum nigrum, 
Salix spp., Dryas spp.), lichens, and sedges (Carex spp.); ≥50% of the area 
was bare ground or rock-covered (Figure 4). This location lies within the 
transition zone between wet graminoid and shrub-dominated lowland tundra 
and granitic Dryas-dominated alpine tundra (Kessel 1979). Other breeding 

Figure 1. Locations of recorded breeding of the Red-necked Stint in Alaska; numbers 
correspond to records listed in Table 1. Hatched areas represent the eastern segment 
of the Red-necked Stint’s breeding distribution in Russia. 
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birds observed in this area included the American and Pacific golden-plovers 
(Pluvialis dominica and fulva), Red Knot, Rock Sandpiper (Calidris pti-
locnemis), Western Sandpiper, Horned Lark (Eremophila alpestris), and 
Lapland Longspur (Calcarius lapponicus).

REVIEW OF NORTH AMERICAN BREEDING RECORDS

The Red-necked Stint was first recorded breeding in Alaska at Nome on 
10 July 1908, when A. H. Dunham collected a pair of adults with two young 
(Thayer 1909). Thirteen attempts of the Red-necked Stint to nest in Alaska 
have now been recorded, including the one we describe here (Table 1). 
These observations are centered geographically on the Seward Peninsula, 
particularly near Cape Prince of Wales. The only record elsewhere is from 
Barrow (Table 1, Figure 1). Almost half of them, six of 13, were found in the 
1930s and 1940s, a time when museum-funded exploration in the region 
was widespread. The largest temporal gap, 37 years, is between the ultimate 
and penultimate breeding records (Table 1). It is unclear if so long a lapse is 
due to population fluctuation or the dearth of visits by ornithologists to the 
Wales area during the intervening decades. 

The breeding habitat of the Red-necked Stint in Alaska appears to be 
variable but consistently within dwarf shrub mat and dwarf shrub meadow 
(Kessel 1979). For example, Bailey (1926:32) reported birds “on the high 
tundra at the base of Wales Mountain,” including a pair building a nest along 
a stream. Kessel (1989), in the same area three decades later, observed a 
Red-necked Stint nest at 150 m elevation along a creek draw dotted with 
large rocks. Other nests near Wales were found at a “mountain dry place” 
(Hanna 1940:123) and on flat tundra “plains” (Ford 1934:232). In the 
Palearctic, the highest densities of breeding Red-necked Stints tend to be 
close to the coast and by rivers (Lappo et al. 2012). Portenko (1972) and 
Piersma et al. (1996) described the species’ typical breeding habitat as upland 
tundra at low elevations, often in drier, rocky areas.

With principal nesting areas in the eastern Palearctic and satellite nesting 
areas in Alaska, the distribution of the Red-necked Stint is not anomalous 
biogeographically. Other species that share this pattern include three other 
shorebirds—the Eurasian Dotterel (Charadrius morinellus), Lesser Sand-
Plover (C. mongolus), and Common Ringed Plover (C. hiaticula); one 
passerine—the Red-throated Pipit (Anthus cervinus); and one loon—the 
Arctic (Gavia arctica). This pattern is bracketed by species of palearctic 
provenance that occur less regularly in western Alaska and have not been 
found breeding, such as the Terek Sandpiper (Xenus cinereus) and Great 
Knot (Calidris tenuirostris), and by those that have well-established breed-
ing populations in Alaska, such as the Bluethroat (Luscinia svecica) and 
Eastern yellow Wagtail (Motacilla tschutschensis) (Kessel and Gibson 1978, 
Kessel 1989). These distributional patterns may be a result of the current 
geographic proximity of North America and Asia, separated by only 80 km 
at the Bering Strait, or a remnant of a time when the continents formed 
one continuous landmass (Hopkins 1959).
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Figure 3. Presumed female Red-necked Stint in distraction display posture, Kigluaik 
Mountains, Seward Peninsula, Alaska, 4 July 2012. 

Photo by Lucas H. DeCicco

Figure 2. Presumed male Red-necked Stint attending chicks (1 or 2 days old), Kigluaik 
Mountains, Seward Peninsula, Alaska, 30 June 2012. 

Photo by Lucas H. DeCicco
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Table 1 Documented Breeding of the Red-necked Stint in Alaska 

Recorda Date Locality Evidence Reference

1 10 Jul 1908 Nome Pair and 2 young Thayer 1909
2 14 Jun 1922 Cape Prince of Wales Pair building nest Bailey 1926
3 23 Jun 1933 Cape Prince of Wales Nest with 4 eggs Ford 1934
4 15 Jun 1939 Cape Prince of Wales Set of eggs Hanna 1940
5 16 Jun 1941 Cape Prince of Wales Set of eggs Bailey 1948
6 14 Jun 1945 Cape Mountain, Wales Nest with 4 eggs Bailey 1948
7 20 Jun 1945 Cape Prince of Wales Set of eggs Bailey 1948
8 17 Jun 1946 Cape Prince of Wales Set of eggs Bailey 1948
9 21 Jun 1968 24 km NW of Nome Pair with 3 young Kessel 1989

10 23 Jun 1968 Safety Sound, Nome Adult with brood Kessel 1989
11 30 Jun 1974 Cape Mountain, Wales Nest with 4 eggs Kessel and Gibson 

1978
12 28 Jun 1975 Barrow Nest Kessel and Gibson 

1978
13 30 Jun 2012 Kigluaik Mountains Pair with 4 young this publication

aNumbers correspond with locations mapped in Figure 1.

HISTORy OF THE RED-NECKED STINT BREEDING IN NORTH AMERICA

Figure 4. Granitic Dryas-dominated alpine tundra, habitat of a family of Red-necked 
Stints, Kigluaik Mountains, Seward Peninsula, Alaska, June 2012.

Photo by Lucas H. DeCicco
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ESTIMATING THE NUMBER OF TERRITORIAL 
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ABSTRACT: Sierra Sooty Grouse (Dendragapus fuliginosus sierrae) are chal-
lenging to census because they occur at low densities, are cryptically colored, and live 
quietly in the forest canopy most of the year. I developed a census method that ac-
counts for several aspects of Sierra Sooty Grouse breeding biology that hinder accurate 
estimates, including seasonality of singing, anomalous singing by yearling males, low 
population density, and clumped dispersion of breeding males. Within 167 km2 near 
Pinecrest, Tuolumne County, California, I conducted landscape-scale censuses along 
a network of line transects from 2006 to 2009 and detected 22 clusters of breeding 
males (hooting groups). I then used spot-mapping methods to estimate the number of 
individual males within hooting groups. Territorial display by transient (yearling) males 
lasted only a few days and became uncommon after 1 May; persistently territorial 
males became increasingly reluctant to display after mid-May. Thus limiting the census 
period to 1 May–15 June maximizes detections of persistently territorial males, and 
a minimum interval of 5 days between repeated censuses minimizes misidentifica-
tion of transient males as territorial. In the 13 hooting groups that I spot-mapped, 
the number of persistently territorial males averaged 4.9, and the distance from the 
center of a territory to the center of the nearest neighboring territory averaged 209 
m. The probability of a persistently territorial male being detected on a single census 
visit averaged 0.71. Three repetitions of the group-scale census within a hooting 
season were sufficient to detect 98% of persistently territorial males. The density 
of territorial males was much lower (~0.6 male/km2), and the distribution of males' 
territories was much more clumped, than reported in other regions. The number of 
persistently territorial males was static from 2009 to 2011.

There is no standardized widely used method for censusing the Sooty 
Grouse (Dendragapus fuliginosus), although many censuses have been 
undertaken on an ad hoc basis. Agencies mandated to monitor Sierra Sooty 
Grouse (D. f. sierrae) require efficient, unbiased methods of census. This 
subspecies is difficult to census because the birds are cryptic and remain 
quietly in the forest canopy most of the year, the population density is low, 
the distribution of breeding males is clumped, the frequency of song varies 
through the breeding season, and occasionally yearling males display terri-
torially. I developed auditory census methods that account for these aspects 
of the grouse’s breeding biology and used them in repeated censuses in 
Tuolumne County in 2009 and 2011.

The Sierra Sooty Grouse occupies relatively open and arid forests, unlike 
most of the other subspecies of the Sooty Grouse, which typically occupy 
humid coastal forests (Bendell and zwickel 1984). Population densities of 
D. f. sierrae are also lower (Bendell and zwickel 1984, zwickel and Bendell 
2004), and the subspecies is more arboreal than the others (most males’ 
breeding display occurs in the forest canopy). Bland and Gardner (2013) 
found that the Sierra Sooty Grouse is closely associated with large trees and 
mature forest, with an open canopy. Where forest cover is open and popula-
tion densities are low, male Sooty Grouse congregate in spring at traditional 
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breeding sites (Lewis 1985a), forming what Bendell and Elliott (1967) called 
hooting groups. Available evidence indicates this is the case throughout the 
range of the Sierra Sooty Grouse (Bland 1993, unpubl. data). zwickel and 
Bendell (2004:157) reported that hooting groups usually consist of 2 or 
3 males but can include up to 7 or 8. Hooting groups are not considered 
classical leks, primarily because they lack a communal display arena (Lewis 
1985a). The locations of individuals’ territories, and by extension hooting 
areas, vary little from year to year (Bendell 1955, McNicholl 1978) or from 
generation to generation (males can live ≥14 years, zwickel et al. 1989), 
until the group dies out or vegetation succession makes the site unsuitable 
(zwickel and Bendell 1985). The clumped distribution of breeding males 
constrains the methods and efficiency of a census. Large areas of apparently 
suitable breeding habitat may be unoccupied and so unproductive to census. 
Conversely, detection of a single hooting male readily leads to detection of 
the other territorial males in a group because all engage in countersinging 
(zwickel and Bendell 2004:157).

In the Sierra Nevada, peak hooting occurs between mid-April and early 
June (zwickel and Bendell 2004:156, Bland unpubl. data). During this 
period, territorial males usually hoot throughout the day, with peaks in 
hooting around sunrise and sunset (Bendell 1955, Stewart 1967, McNicholl 
1978, zwickel and Bendell 2004). Hooting is often audible at distances up 
to 500 m (Hjorth 1970) and up to 1 km when the sound is not attenuated 
by topography or air movement (Doerr at al. 1984, Bland unpubl. data). 
Quiet or resting territorial males hoot or flutter their wings in response to 
broadcast of recorded calls of a female (Stirling and Bendell 1966, McNicholl 
1981, Niederleitner 1987) and to a human observer’s intrusion into their 
territory (zwickel and Bendell 2004:160), unless startled or threatened by the 
observer. Early in the hooting season, a few nonterritorial males (yearlings 
and nonterritorial adults, zwickel and Bendell 2004:154) also hoot for a few 
days, potentially inflating early-season counts of territorial males (McNicholl 
1981). I refer to these as transient males, as opposed to persistently territorial 
males. Late in the hooting season, quiet or resting territorial males become 
reluctant to respond to recorded calls of a female (McNicholl 1981) or intru-
sions by observers, potentially deflating late-season counts based on calls.

There have been three previous censuses of the Sierra Sooty Grouse. 
Hoffmann (1956) conducted a repeated census at Sagehen Creek, but his 
results are doubtful because of his informal method and small sample size 
(≤6 males). Bendell and zwickel (1984) ranked Sooty Grouse densities on a 
subjective 0–5 scale at two locations. Bland (1993) counted the number of 
territorial males within hooting groups at six locations.

Outside California, most published Sooty Grouse censuses have been 
based on labor-intensive banding or area searches, with the objective of 
achieving a total count (Bendell 1955, Bendell and Elliott 1967, Boag 1966, 
Donaldson and Bergerud 1974, Redfield 1975, zwickel and Bendell 2004). 
The effort required to complete such censuses is difficult to determine in 
advance because it is predicated on gradual depletion of undetected individu-
als. The roadside “call counts” conducted by some state game agencies are 
indices of populations of adult males at regional scales and are generally 
capable of detecting only large changes or differences (zwickel 1982, Fox 
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et al. 2009). zwickel (1982) provided the basic outline for an audio census 
of male Sooty Grouse but offered few procedural details. There remains a 
need for an efficient, standardized method for censusing the Sooty Grouse. 
The California Department of Fish and Wildlife (CDFW) requires popula-
tion data for establishing bag limits for the Sooty Grouse and monitoring 
populations thought to be in decline, and the U.S. Forest Service (USFS) 
requires such data to support its bioregional Management Indicator Species 
program (USFS 2008).

The objectives of this paper are to present my findings on aspects of the 
Sooty Grouse’s breeding biology that affect auditory censuses, describe my 
census procedures, and report the results of a repeated census and estimate 
of density. My census protocol could be adopted by agencies for local-scale 
monitoring, and the supporting research could serve as a methodological 
foundation for developing probabilistic census methods or monitoring pro-
grams at a regional scale.

STUDy AREA

My censuses took place in an area of 167 km2 centered near Pinecrest 
Peak, Stanislaus National Forest, Tuolumne County, California (38° 14′ N, 
119° 56′ W), on the western slope of the Sierra Nevada (Figure 1). Peaks 
and ridges within the area reach 2600–2800 m elevation. I set the lower 
boundary of the study area at 1775 m elevation, ~360 m below the pre-
sumed lower limit of grouse in the region (Grinnell et al. 1918). In this area, 
the predominant forest types include Sierran mixed-conifer forest (<~2200 
m), red fir (Abies magnifica) forest (~2200–2700 m), and lodgepole pine 
(Pinus contorta)/subalpine conifer forest (>~2700 m). The eastern third 
of the study area lies within Emigrant Wilderness Area and is relatively 
pristine. Elsewhere, logging, including clear-cutting, has been widespread 
but generally at a small scale (1–10 ha). The entire area is usually covered 
with 1–4 m of snow from late November through early April, and in 2011 
it received unusually high snowfall (153% of normal in April, Cooperative 
Snow Survey, California Department of Water Resources).

METHODS

My census methods incorporate two complementary procedures, one 
for counting groups of hooting grouse at the landscape scale (landscape-
scale transects), another for counting individual grouse within those groups 
(group-scale transects). I controlled for observers’ variability in skill and acu-
ity of hearing by limiting the number of observers (four for landscape-scale 
censuses, three for group-scale censuses) and mentoring each observer on 
his or her first two censuses.

Landscape-Scale Census

Landscape-scale censuses extended from 15 April to 7 June, 2006–2009, 
along a network of line transects that intersected all forested portions of the 
study area (Figure 1). I laid out landscape-scale transects with GIS software 
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(Manifold version 8, Manifold Software Limited, Hong Kong) by drawing 
them over a topographic map of the study area. Each transect was drawn to 
minimize loss or gain of elevation, skirt dangerous cliffs and streams, and be 
traversable by foot within 4–6 hours (often by snowshoe). Adjacent transects, 
and parallel portions of loop transects, were spaced ~400–800 m apart 
(measured as horizontal distance on a map) to ensure that more than one 
transect would fall within the range (~500–1000 m) of audibility of hooting 
grouse located anywhere in forested portions of the study area (Figure 1). 
Transect routes were downloaded to hand-held Global Positioning System 
(GPS) units (Model GPSMAP 60CSx, Garmin International, Inc., Olathe, 
KS), which were used in the field so that the predetermined routes could 
be navigated as closely as possible. A single observer walked each transect 
once, stopping every 300–500 m at prominent spurs or vantage points to 
listen for hooting grouse. If no hooting was audible, the observer broadcast 
a recorded 22-syllable cackle of a female (provided by J. Bendell, Univ. 
Toronto) in each cardinal direction by using an MP3 audio player (Model 
SA4111, Philips Electronics, Andover, MA) and amplifying speakers (Model 
40-1441, Radio Shack, Fort Worth, TX).

Where hooting was detected, the observer did an area search to locate 
as many displaying grouse in the area as possible, using recorded calls of a 
female when necessary to re-initiate display. I defined a hooting group as all 
males a person could hear displaying from at least one previously detected 
grouse’s territory (this definition works well where grouse densities are low 
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Figure 1. Pinecrest study area. Shaded area indicates ≥10 % forest cover; solid lines, 
landscape-scale census transects; circles enclosing stars, hooting groups censused 
in both 2009 and 2011; circles enclosing dots, hooting groups censused in 2009 
only; solid dots, hooting groups assessed by area searches or incomplete censuses, 
2006–2009; circle enclosing an ×, a hypothetical hooting male, surrounded by 
gridded areas representing maximum distances of audibility of 500 m (Hjorth 1970) 
and 1000 m (Doerr et al. 1984).
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and predominant ridges are parallel, but it does not perform as well where 
densities are higher or ridges converge in a tight “U”). I considered both 
hooting and wing-fluttering to be territorial display behavior (zwickel and 
Bendell 2004). The observer recorded coordinates of displaying grouse with 
a hand-held GPS unit while standing beneath the grouse’s songpost tree. 
If a displaying grouse could not be observed directly because of obstructing 
foliage, the location of its apparent songpost tree was recorded. Later I used 
location coordinates to lay out group-scale transects in GIS, as described be-
low. After recording locations of all displaying grouse at the site, the observer 
continued along the landscape-scale transect. Landscape-scale censuses 
were conducted during all daylight hours, except during storms or when air 
movement was strong enough to attenuate or obscure distant display sounds.

Group-Scale Census

I also laid out group-scale transects in advance with GIS, using locations 
of displaying grouse recorded during landscape-scale censuses. Each group-
scale transect was positioned on a georeferenced orthophotograph (digital 
orthophoto quarter quadrangle, Stanislaus National Forest). I then centered 
a transparent 100-m grid, with total dimensions of 1500 × 1500 m (an area 
slightly larger than the area occupied by a typical hooting group), over the 
locations of the grouse in the hooting group, then trimmed the photograph 
to the 1500 × 1500 m grid to create a map of the hooting group. I labeled 
the grid lines with the applicable Universal Transverse Mercator values and 
drew a group-scale transect line on the map so that it (1) wove through suc-
cessive territories, passing by known songposts at a distance of ~50–100 
m, and (2) maintained a curtain of tree foliage between the observer and all 
known songposts. In 2011, the year of the second census, I also ensured that 
transects extended 100 m beyond the furthest known territory at each end 
of a transect, thereby positioning observers where any additional territorial 
males would likely be detected—territories that constitute a hooting group are 
typically distributed more or less linearly along an elevation contour (Bland 
and Gardner 2013). Transect routes were downloaded to hand-held GPS 
units, which observers used in the field to navigate the predetermined routes.

An observer slowly walked the full length of a group-scale transect (larger 
groups required longer transects), then retraced it in the opposite direc-
tion. The initial pass served to rouse as many individuals as possible into 
heightened territoriality and display. Where no hooting was audible within 
200–300 m, the observer broadcast one or two cackle calls at ~150-m 
intervals to induce any nearby silent males to display (excessive use of re-
corded calls can cause males to move, complicating spot-map analysis). If a 
displaying male was not visible from the transect (obscured by foliage), the 
observer estimated its location from the locations of display sounds from a 
series of points along the transect. Estimated locations are acceptable for 
such counts because males’ territories are exclusive and typically encompass 
0.6–2.1 ha (zwickel and Bendell 2004:200). If necessary, unresponsive 
males were approached unobtrusively to no closer than ~75 m and stimu-
lated with a recorded cackle call of a female. Visual contact was avoided 
to ensure continued hooting, which increases display (hence, detection) of 
additional males (McNicholl 1978). Locations of displaying grouse were 
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marked by hand onto the hooting-group map. When an observer was un-
certain whether a truncated hoot sequence or quick wing-flutter might have 
been detected, he or she noted the location on the hooting-group map as 
a possible detection. Songpost trees were usually distinguishable on aerial 
photographs by their large size. Group-scale censuses took place between 
08:00 and 14:00, and occasionally in late afternoon, but never during storms 
or when a continuous strong wind would have attenuated or obscured display 
sounds. Prior to a repetition of a group-scale census, I realigned transect lines 
where necessary so that they passed within 50–100 m of newly detected 
territories and maintained a curtain of tree foliage between the observer and 
all known songposts.

In 2009, I conducted group-scale censuses of 15 hooting groups on five 
occasions between 19 April and 9 June, 2009. The average interval between 
these censuses was 8.3 days and the minimum was 3 days, except for 1 day 
on one occasion and 2 on another. Five additional groups were censused only 
1–4 times because of limited manpower, and 2 were assessed only by initial 
area searches during landscape-scale censuses (these 7 groups were omit-
ted from group-scale analyses). In 2011, I conducted group-scale censuses 
from 4 May to 16 June at 11 of the 15 hooting groups censused in 2009.

Census Timing

A primary objective of the 2009 group-scale censuses was to document 
patterns of hooting activity through the peak hooting period, in order to 
determine the optimal period and time of day for future censuses. To identify 
when anomalous hooting by transient males was most frequent, I compared 
the frequency of one-time detections (transient males cease displaying after a 
few days) across a series of 10-day intervals. To determine the approximate 
date when persistently territorial males became too reluctant to display to 
be censused reliably, I analyzed the proportion of males detected only on 
return runs of censuses (were responsive only after neighboring males had 
been roused into display). 

Data Analysis

I estimated the number of persistently territorial males constituting hooting 
groups with standard spot-mapping methods (Kendeigh 1944): by plotting 
detection locations on repeated censuses, identifying clusters of detections 
(within areas equal to a typical territory, ~1.5 ha), and using records of si-
multaneous singing to distinguish between two or more adjacent territories. 
I considered males that displayed on any two repetitions of a group-scale 
census to be persistently territorial. I estimated territory centers from mean 
locations of spot-map detections, and hooting-group centers from mean lo-
cations of territory centers. I used Clark and Evans’ (1954) nearest-neighbor 
method to assess the distribution of males’ territories because it has been 
used in studies of the Sooty Grouse previously published. Clark and Evans’ 
R provides a measure of the degree to which observed distribution patterns 
deviate from a randomly distributed population of equal density, where values 
range from zero to 2.1491, with zero indicating maximum clumping, one 
random spacing, and 2.1491 even spacing.
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It was not feasible to estimate territory size because five repetitions of 
group-scale censuses resulted in too few detection locations. Instead, I mea-
sured the maximum spread of detection points attributed to each territorial 
male, which served as a rough index of territory size. This was helpful for 
distinguishing between (tallying) territories on spot maps because detections 
that were too widely dispersed were unlikely to be from a single persistently 
territorial male during peak hooting season, although activity areas do ex-
pand after peak hooting season (Lewis 1985b, Bland unpubl. data).

When analyzing the probability of detection, I considered each census visit 
to a persistently territorial male to be an experimental trial. I estimated cumu-
lative detection probability as P* = 1 – (ΠK 1 – pj), where K = the number of 
census repetitions, and p = the probability of detection on census repetition 
j (MacKenzie et al. 2005). I used a chi-squared test to assess whether time 
of day (before 11:00 versus after 11:00) influenced detection rates.

In order to determine the minimum number of census visits and minimum 
time interval between visits, I analyzed the 2009 group-scale data by using 
only three of the five repetitions of a census (four when it was necessary to 
determine if a male that had displayed on only the second or third census 
had persisted). I omitted census repetitions conducted earlier than 1 May, 
later than 15 June, and <5 days after a previous census (2 of the 15 hooting 
groups had to be omitted from this analysis because the number or timing 
of repetitions of the census could not be reconciled with the revised criteria). 
Because this approach proved to be effective and efficient (see Results), I 
used it for censuses in 2011 and to analyze census data from both years.

RESULTS

Landscape-Scale Census

I detected 22 hooting groups in the study area, along 500 km of landscape-
scale transects. The average distance between the center of a group to that 
of the nearest neighboring group was 1916 m (range 1239–3676 m, SD 
= 680).

Group-Scale Detection Rates and Timing

The probability of an individual territorial male being detected on a single 
census visit averaged 0.71 (2009 census, 3 repetitions, 61 individuals [2 
omitted, see footnote e in Table 1], range 0.33–1.0, SD = 0.24). The cu-
mulative probability of detection was 0.92 after the second repetition, 0.98 
after the third repetition, and 0.99 after the fourth repetition. Persistently 
territorial males were equally detectable before and after 11:00 (χ2 = 0.273, 
P = 0.60; 195 trials between 07:00 and 10:59, 161 trials between 11:00 
and 18:00). Because detection rates were high, three or four repetitions were 
sufficient to detect all, or nearly all, persistently territorial males (Figure 2).

In 2009, I started group-scale censuses early in the hooting season (19 
April), while display by transient males was still relatively common (McNicholl 
1981). One-time detections of displaying males (presumed transients) were 
common in late April (23% of detections), but they declined rapidly by 1 May 
and remained relatively rare thereafter (5–9 % of detections, Figure 3). A start 
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date of 1 May therefore avoided most detections of transient males. When I 
specified a minimum of 3 days between censuses, four males that were de-
tected twice within 3 days were misclassified as persistently territorial. When 
I specified a minimum interval between censuses of 5 days, these individuals 
were detected only once and so classified as transient. Persistently territorial 
males became increasingly reluctant to display after mid-May (Figure 3), but 
broadcast of calls of a female continued to stimulate them to display reliably 
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Table 1 Numbers of Persistently Territorial Male Sooty Grouse Estimated 
in 2009 and 2011

 Estimated number of persistently territorial malesa

Hooting group 2009 initialb 2009 finalc 2011d

Punch Bowl 4 4 2
Pike’s Peak 9 10e, f 7
Pinecrest Peak Trail 5 4f, g 6
Gooseberry 7 6f 7
Waterhouse Trail 8 —h —h

Pinecrest Peak 10 10f 10f

Bull Run Rock 3 —h —h

Herring Cr. Reservoir 2 2 3
Aspen Meadow 7 5f 5
Flying Horse Boneyard 6 6 4
Lift 8 2 2 —i

Mill Creek Ridge 3 3 3
Cow Creek 3 2 2
Mini-Gargoyles 5 5f —i

Gargoyles 4 4 3
15-group total (mean) 78 (5.2) — —
13-group total (mean) 67 (5.5) 63 (4.9) —
11-group total (mean) — 56 (5.1) 52 (4.7)

aDetected on at least two repetitions of a census.
bData recorded 19 April–9 June 2009, in five repetitions of the census and a minimum of 3 
days between repetitions.

cData limited to 1 May–9 June (as early as 28 April in two cases) 2009, in three repetitions of 
the census (plus a fourth when necessary to confirm persistence of individuals detected on only 
the second or third census) and a minimum of 5 days between repetitions (to exclude transients).

dData recorded 4 May–16 June 2011, in three repetitions of the census and a minimum of 5 
days between repetitions.

eIncludes two individuals that were first detected at the periphery of the hooting group on the 
fifth census. Subsequent observations outside formal censuses confirmed these individuals per-
sisted for at least two more weeks. This shortcoming in placement of transects was remedied by 
amending the protocol to ensure that group-scale transects extended 100 m beyond the furthest 
known territories at each end of a transect.

fOne-time detection on the second or third census necessitated addition of a fourth census.
gTime did not permit an additional census, so an available census preceding peak hooting was 
used.

hOmitted from analysis because the 5 repetitions of the original census could not be reconciled 
with the criteria for number or timing of repetitions in the final protocol.

iToo remote to be recensused with the manpower available in 2011.
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until ~15 June, so the dates for the end of the censuses I used in 2009 (9 
June) and 2011 (16 June) were appropriate (also see Stirling and Bendell 
1966). Anecdotally, I observed that the final decline in hooting activity ap-
peared to coincide with late-morning temperatures rising above ~20 °C.

Unusually deep accumulation of snow did not delay peak hooting season 
in 2011; the likelihood of persistently territorial males being detected during 
the first 15 days of May (the earliest period for which data were available in 
both years) was actually higher in 2011 than in 2009 (χ2 = 4.77, P = 0.029).

Census Estimates

Without correction for census timing, the 2009 group-scale censuses re-
sulted in an estimate of 78 persistently territorial males at 15 hooting groups 
(Table 1) and 17 one-time detections of transient males. Corrected for timing, 
the estimate for 13 of these groups (two could not be reconciled with the 
corrected timing) was 63 persistently territorial males (Table 1), with an aver-
age group size of 4.9 individuals (range 2–10, SD = 2.7) and 13 one-time 
detections of transient males. A fourth repetition of the group-scale census 
was necessary at 6 (46%) of the 13 groups. The average distance between 
centers of nearest neighboring territories within a group was 209 m (range 
75–638 m, SD = 166 m), and the spread of points for an individual male 
averaged 85.9 m (SD = 44.0 m, 2–5 detections/individual). The 9 groups 
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Figure 2. Proportion of persistently territorial males detected and confirmed over 
4 successive censuses. Solid line represents initial detection; dashed line, second 
(confirmatory) detection (2009 census data, 13 hooting groups, 61 individuals [2 
omitted], minimum of 5 days between each repetition of the census).
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for which censuses were incomplete contained an estimated 38 territorial 
males, with an average group size of 4.2 individuals (range 1–11, mode = 
3, SD = 3.3).

The density of breeding males across the entire 167-km2 study area was 
roughly 0.6/km2, based on the combined results of group-scale censuses 
at 13 groups in 2009 and area searches or incomplete censuses at the 9 
remaining groups from 2006 to 2009. The distribution of males’ territo-
ries (those detected by area searches, complete censuses, and incomplete 
censuses pooled), was highly clumped at the landscape scale (R = 0.42, 
c = 11.12, P = <0.001), although the significance of this test could be 
somewhat less than calculated because population size was estimated (Clark 
and Evans 1954).

In 2011, I recensused 11 of the 13 hooting groups censused in 2009, and 
estimated there were 52 persistently territorial males, a result not significantly 
different from the 2009 estimate for those 11 hooting groups (χ2 = 0.308, 
P = 0.579, Table 1). There were just 8 one-time detections of transient males 
in 2011, and a fourth census was necessary at only 1 (9%) of the groups. 
The similarity in 2009 and 2011 estimates suggests the Pinecrest population 
of the Sooty Grouse remained static over those 3 years.

CENSUS TECHNIQUES FOR THE SOOTy GROUSE

Figure 3. Seasonal patterns of propensity of transient and persistently territorial 
males to display (data recorded earlier in 2009 than in 2011). Solid line represents 
the proportion of males detected displaying on only one occasion in 2009 (presumed 
yearlings or nonterritorial adults); dashed line, the proportion of persistently territorial 
males displaying only on the return run of censuses in 2011 (after the entire group 
had been stimulated with broadcasts of the call of a female).
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DISCUSSION

Variation in Song Frequency, Detectability, and Environmental Interference

Even among persistently territorial males the frequency of display is variable 
(Stirling and Bendell 1966, McNicholl 1978, Niederleitner 1987). However, 
most published studies of diurnal variation in hooting have been conducted 
under natural circumstances (Bendell 1955, Stewart 1967, McNicholl 1978), 
so the patterns reported do not apply to audio-simulated grouse. Stirling 
and Bendell (1966), for example, found that between the hours of 10:00 
and 14:00, when the frequency of hooting among unstimulated males was 
relatively low, the broadcasting of recorded calls of a female increased the 
count of hooting males by 110%. Under normal circumstances (without 
audio stimulation), territorial males cease displaying when they are resting, 
foraging, or engaged in maintenance activities. When a predator or intruder 
appears (conspecific or otherwise, including human) a male’s response can 
range from silence to heightened display, depending on the type and mag-
nitude of the threat and past habituation (McNicholl 1983). Some studies 
suggest males with a lower social status or lower-quality territory display 
less vigorously (without audio stimulation, McNicholl 1978, Lewis 1986). 
My findings show that when recorded cackle calls of a female are broadcast 
properly at the scale of a group census (1) the average probability of detect-
ing a persistently territorial male increases to 0.71 (range 0.33–1.0), (2) all 
territorial males can be detected in three or four repetitions of the census, and 
(3) audio stimulation is equally effective in the morning and afternoon. In the 
only similar study, Stirling and Bendell (1966) found broadcast of a female’s 
calls sufficiently effective for all territorial males within audible range to be 
detected in <2 man-days of effort (three repetitions of the census per day). 

Failure to detect displaying males is of greatest concern with landscape-
scale censuses because they are conducted only once and depend on au-
dibility beyond 300 m. However, because the objective of landscape-scale 
censuses is to detect groups of countersinging males rather than individuals, 
success is achieved by detection of even a single member of a group. If the 
probability of detecting a single male at the scale of the group is 0.71, the 
probability of detecting at least one male in a group of audio-stimulated males 
must also be very high, even though detection distances are greater and 
sound propagation is less consistent. Furthermore, because landscape-scale 
transects are spaced ~400–800 m apart, the 1000-m-diameter “audible 
zone” surrounding each group is traversed by an observer three or four 
times (Figure 1, × for hypothetical hooting male). To control for attenuating 
topography, I aligned landscape-scale transects with dominant ridges and 
spaced them <800 m apart. Two lines of anecdotal evidence from concurrent 
field work on the Sooty Grouse indicate my landscape-scale censuses were 
effective. Radiotelemetry technicians who traversed much of the study area 
during the hooting seasons of 2007–2009 reported no additional hooting 
sites. Similarly, habitat technicians who searched for fecal droppings in 138 
plots of 0.1 ha distributed evenly throughout the study area identified just 
4 or 5 sites where the number, diameter, and texture of droppings (zwickel 
and Bendell 2004:136) suggested persistent springtime roosting. I visited 
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each of these areas during the subsequent hooting season and detected 
no hooting grouse. I believe if any hooting groups went undetected during 
landscape-scale censuses they were small, comprising only one or two in-
dividuals. Males that have few other hooting grouse nearby tend to display 
less frequently (pers. obs.), presumably because they are less stimulated. 
Omission of one or two groups of one or two individuals would have had 
relatively little effect on the total number estimated.

Number and Distribution of Males 

The overall density of the Pinecrest Sooty Grouse population, roughly 
0.6 male/km2, is much lower than the 10–30 males/km2 typically reported 
elsewhere (primarily British Columbia, zwickel and Bendell 2004:212). 
The only published report of a lower density, 0.16 male/km2, is from a 
clearcut in coastal Alaska (Doerr et al. 1984). Most areas in which grouse 
breed at Pinecrest are in unharvested or selectively harvested forest (Bland 
and Gardner 2013). The only previous California estimate is 2 males/km2, 
from the coastal northwest (D. f. fuliginosus, zwickel and Bendell 2004). 
Bendell and zwickel (1984) attributed the relatively low densities of southern 
populations to lower interspersion of forbs, shrubs, grasses, and coniferous 
and broad-leaved trees. At Pinecrest these components of vegetation are 
well interspersed, but at a smaller patch scale (Franklin et al. 2002) than in 
clearcut forests or mosaics of habitats farther north, where most studies of 
the Sooty Grouse have taken place.

The distribution of males’ territories at Pinecrest is more clumped (aggre-
gated) than reported elsewhere. An R value of 0.42 indicates the average 
distance between nearest neighbors is 42% of what would be expected if 
territories were randomly distributed across the study area. In two previous 
studies (both on Vancouver Island), territory spacing was found to be uni-
form (R = 1.32–1.98; Bendell and Elliott 1967, Lewis and zwickel 1981) 
or random (R = 0.99–1.28; Bendell and Elliott 1967). However, the areas 
covered in these studies were only 0.1–2.9% the size of my Pinecrest study 
area. When I assessed the distribution of territories at Pinecrest at the scale 
of the smaller plots used in these studies, it also appeared to be random (or 
indeterminable because a plot encompassed only a single territory). Lewis 
(1985a) argued that clumped distribution results from a patchy distribution of 
the components of high-quality habitat, rather than breeding behavior rep-
resenting an exploded lek, as suggested by McNicholl (1978). At Pinecrest, 
males’ territories are typically associated with openings in a more or less 
continuous forest canopy (Bland and Gardner 2013), and a spatially explicit 
habitat model indicates suitable habitat for breeding males is widespread, 
yet much is unoccupied (Bland and Gardner 2013).

Uncensused Population Components

My census methods estimate the number of persistently territorial males, 
not the total grouse population. Females, nondisplaying adult males, and 
yearling males cannot be censused reliably by visual or auditory means 
(zwickel 1982). On the basis of banding studies or hunters’ harvest, females 
typically constitute ~47–53% of the population under normal circumstances 
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(zwickel and Bendell 2004). In coastal British Columbia, Bendell and Elliott 
(1967) and Redfield (1975) reported that ~11–36% of the males are year-
lings, with the proportion highest in areas where the population is sparse or 
increasing. Under normal circumstances, about 4% of yearling males display 
(zwickel and Bendell 2004). A few nonterritorial, nondisplaying adult males 
have also been identified in intensively studied populations, but their relative 
abundance remains poorly known (Bendell and Elliott 1967, Lewis 1984).

Management Implications

The census method I have developed is an effective and relatively efficient 
means of monitoring Sooty Grouse populations, applicable to assessing the 
effects of development and forest management at a local scale. Monitoring at 
a regional scale, however, requires less labor-intensive methods. The method 
most widely advocated for regional population monitoring is sampling by point 
counts (Ralph et al. 1995), which has been widely adopted for multispecies 
monitoring (Manley et al. 2004). Point counts, however, were designed pri-
marily for passerines, and are not well suited for the Sooty Grouse. Ideally, the 
findings of this study would be used to develop a regional monitoring program 
specifically for the Sooty Grouse. Alternatively, they could be used to design 
supplemental procedures for existing multispecies point-count programs, 
thereby improving their effectiveness for tracking Sooty Grouse populations.
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Female Mount Pinos Sooty Grouse (Dendragapus fuliginosus howardi), Giant 
Sequoia National Monument, California, 31 May 1992.
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APPARENT EXTIRPATION OF THE SOOTY 
GROUSE FROM THE SKY ISLANDS  
OF SOUTH-CENTRAL CALIFORNIA
JAMES D. BLAND, Department of Life Sciences, Santa Monica College, 1900 Pico 
Boulevard, Santa Monica, California 90405 and California Department of Fish and 
Wildlife, 1812 Ninth Street, Sacramento, California 95811); Bland_jim@yahoo.com

ABSTRACT: The Mount Pinos Sooty Grouse (Dendragapus fuliginosus howardi) 
is endemic to south-central California and a species of special concern to the Cali-
fornia Department of Fish and Wildlife. Historically, it ranged from Kings Canyon in 
the southern Sierra Nevada of Fresno County (36° 45′ N) south and west to the Mt. 
Pinos region of Kern and Ventura counties (34° 46.5′ N). On the sky islands of Kern 
and Ventura counties it has not been sighted since 1993. Between 2002 and 2009, 
I surveyed in all known or potential historic habitat on these sky islands in spring, 
when males sing. I found no evidence of grouse in that region but did confirm the 
southernmost breeding sites in the main southern Sierra Nevada. Extirpation from 
the sky islands appears to have coincided with a proliferation of livestock grazing, 
timber harvesting, rural development, and fire suppression. Perhaps these activities 
altered the spatial pattern of seasonal habitats, increasing the grouse’s exposure to 
predation, or perhaps the removal of large trees, which the grouse uses as territorial 
songposts, rendered the sky islands unsuitable.

The Mount Pinos Sooty Grouse (Dendragapus fuliginosus howardi), 
endemic to California, historically ranged from the vicinity of Kings Canyon 
in the southern Sierra Nevada of Fresno County (36° 45′ N) south and west 
to the Mt. Pinos region of Kern and Ventura counties (34° 46.5′ N) (Grin-
nell and Miller 1944). Reports from the San Jacinto Mountains, Riverside 
County (27 May 1971) and Big Pine Mountain, Santa Barbara County (8 
June 1938) are anomalous and too poorly supported to be reliable (Garrett 
and Dunn 1981, Lentz 1993). North of Kings Canyon, subspecies howardi 
is replaced by the Sierra Sooty Grouse (D. f. sierrae). Dickey and van Ros-
sem (1923) described howardi, distinguishing it from sierrae primarily on 
the basis of tail measurements (tail longer and more graduated) and plum-
age color and pattern (paler above, with coarser vermiculation and barring, 
and darker and browner below). In California, the Sooty Grouse is closely 
associated with forests where firs (Abies, Pseudotsuga) are an important 
component of the canopy (Grinnell and Miller 1944). Fir needles and buds 
are the species’ primary foods, especially in winter (zwickel and Bendell 
2005). In the southern Sierra Nevada, north of Kern Gap (South Fork of 
the Kern River), where its habitat is generally contiguous, it occurs in small 
numbers at suitable locations (Bendell and zwickel 1984, Bland 2008). 
South of Kern Gap, where its habitat is limited to isolated mountaintops in 
the extreme southern Sierra Nevada and northern Transverse Ranges—sky 
islands—it is considered extremely rare or possibly extinct (AOU 1957, 
Bland 2008). In 2005, the U. S. Forest Service (2005) assessed the Sooty 
Grouse as “historic/potential” in the Mt. Pinos area but “apparently secure” 
elsewhere. In 2008, the California Department of Fish and Wildlife classified 
D. f. howardi as a species of special concern throughout its range (Bland 
2008). In this paper I report the results my surveys for the Mount Pinos 
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Sooty Grouse, review the scant literature on its historic status and habitat 
associations, and infer factors contributing to its decline in the sky islands.

STUDy AREA

The principal survey area was centered ~125 km northwest of Los An-
geles, California, and spanned an arc of sky islands ~135 km long from the 
Piute Mountains in north-central Kern County to Pine Mountain in west-
central Ventura County (Figure 1). I also searched immediately north of this 
area (north of Kern Gap, Figure 1) to confirm the southernmost breeding 
sites in the main Sierra Nevada (southern Tulare County). I delineated 10 
survey sites in the sky islands by plotting a contour line at 1830 m (6000 
ft) elevation, the approximate lower limit of white fir (A. concolor; Mayer 
and Laudenslayer 1988) around all mountains in the grouse’s historic and 
potential range (from north to south, the Piute Mountains, Breckenridge 
Mountain, Bear Mountain, Tehachapi Mountains, Liebre Twins, Tecuya 
Mountain, Mt. Pinos and nearby peaks, Frazier Mountain, Alamo Mountain, 
and Pine Mountain). The Mt. Pinos survey site encompassed Mt. Pinos and 
Sawmill Mountain, Grouse Mountain, and Cerro Noroeste (Mt. Abel). All 
four of these peaks are located within an area approximately equal to the 
average annual home range of the Sierra Sooty Grouse (~12 km2, Bland 
and Gardner 2013). In the Tehachapi Range, I delineated two survey sites, 
an eastern site encompassing Tehachapi Peak and Cummings Mountain and 
a western site at Liebre Twins (Blue Ridge) on Tejon Ranch. The types of 
conifer forest represented within the survey area included fir, mixed conifer-
fir, mixed conifer-pine, ponderosa pine (Pinus ponderosa)–fir, sugar pine 
(P. lambertiana), Jeffrey pine (P. jeffreyi), and ponderosa pine (vegetation 
“alliances” on the U. S. Forest Service’s vegetation maps). I consider the first 
five of these to be potential breeding habitat. Forests dominated by Jeffrey 
pine and ponderosa pine are generally too arid to be good breeding habitat.

METHODS

I surveyed between 15 April and 31 May, 2002–2005 and 2009, dur-
ing peak “hooting” season for the Sooty Grouse (~mid-April–mid-June in 
central California, Bland 2013), when territorial males hoot throughout the 
day (Stewart 1967, zwickel and Bendell 2004:156). Museum collectors of 
the 20th century recognized peak hooting as a good time to search for the 
Mount Pinos Sooty Grouse: 81% of the sky island specimens were collected 
from 15 May to 15 June (Table 1). The full hooting season extends from 
about March to August, with some regional variation (zwickel and Bendell 
2004:156). When actively singing, males emit a sequence of 5–7 hoots 
every 1–10 min; the hoots are audible for at least 300 m and as far as 1 km 
under ideal conditions (Doerr at al. 1984, zwickel and Bendell 2004:151, 
Bland unpubl. data). I used a survey technique first reported by Niederleit-
ner (1987), which I have adapted, standardized, and used successfully with 
low-density populations in the Sierra Nevada (Bland 2013), including those 
of D. f. howardi in the southern Sierra Nevada (Bland 1993). I walked (or 
occasionally drove) an elevation contour through suitable breeding habitat, 
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stopping every 300 to 500 m at prominent spurs or vantage points to lis-
ten for hooting grouse and then to broadcast a recorded call of a female in 
each cardinal direction (22-syllable cackle call provided by J. Bendell, Univ. 
Toronto). Recorded calls of a female stimulate quiet territorial males to sing 
(Stirling and Bendell 1966, Bland 2013). As I walked, I scanned the ground 
for fecal droppings and feathers, especially under large trees. I initiated 
surveys before 08:00, took a 1- to 2-hr break mid-day, and continued until 
a given transect was completed.

Where patches of good habitat extended more than ~1000 m up or down 

Figure 1. Survey area for the Mount Pinos Sooty Grouse. Names in bold are survey 
sites; thick solid lines, survey routes; thin solid lines, 1830 m elevation contour; thin 
dashed lines, mountains too arid to qualify for survey; circles enclosing dots, confirmed 
hooting sites.
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Table 1 Specimens of the Mount Pinos Sooty Grouse Collected from 
the Sky Islands and Cataloged in the Ornithological Information Systema

Collection date Sex Collection location Specimen no.b

10 July 1903 M Tehachapi Peak USNM 186760
2 July 1921 M Mt. Pinos UCLA 5388
2 July 1921 F Mt. Pinos UCLA 5389
2 July 1921 M Mt. Pinos UCLA 5390
28 May 1922 M Mt. Pinos CAS 66681
28 May 1922 M Mt. Pinos UCLA 6608
28 May 1922 F Mt. Pinos FMNH 157167
28 May 1922 M Mt. Pinos UCLA 6609
30 May 1922 M Mt. Pinos UCLA 6610
30 May 1922 M Mt. Pinos UMMz 122240
15 May 1923 M Mt. Pinos UCLA 12691
17 May 1923 M Mt. Pinos MVz 100092
18 May 1923 M Mt. Pinos AMNH 750626
18 May 1923 M Mt. Pinos UCLA 12709
5 June 1927 (chick) Mt. Pinos UCLA 21838
21 May 1928 (egg set) Mt. Pinos, north slope WFVz 3098
29 May 1928 F Mt. Pinos UCLA 22588
29 May 1928 F Mt. Pinos, near summit MVz 100091
29 May 1928 M (chick) Mt. Pinos UMMz 122350
29 May 1928 F Mt. Pinos MCz 253515
29 May 1928 F Mt. Pinos UCLA 22587
29 May 1928 F Mt. Pinos UCLA 22589
30 May 1928 M Mt. Pinos MCz 253516
30 May 1928 M Mt. Pinos, north slope UCLA 22590
30 May 1928 M Mt. Pinos, north slope UCLA 22591
30 May 1928 F Mt. Pinos, north slope UCLA 22592
31 May 1928 M Mt. Pinos, north slope UCLA 22593
31 May 1928 M Mt. Pinos, north slope UCLA 22596
31 May 1928 M Mt. Pinos MCz 253517
28 May 1929 M Mt. Pinos, 1.5 mi ESE of summit MVz 54125
11 June 1929 M Mt. Pinos, 2 mi NE of summit MVz 54126
11 June 1929 F Mt. Pinos, 2 mi NE of summit MVz 54127
12 June 1929 M Mt. Pinos, 2 mi NE of summit MVz 54128
13 June 1929 F Mt. Pinos, 1 mi NE of summit MVz 54129
15 June 1929 F Mt. Pinos UCLA 27464
15 June 1929 M Mt. Pinos UCLA 27469
15 June 1929 F Mt. Pinos UCLA 27470
29 June 1929 F Mt. Pinos UCLA 27471
26 May 1930 (skeleton) Mt. Pinos LACM 21093
11 July 1931 F Head of Cuddy Valley, ~2 mi. ENE 

of Mt. Pinos
MVz 54131

2 Dec. 1933 F Mt. Pinos, summit FMNH 157168
23 Sep. 1976 F (feather) Mt. Abel (Cerro Noroeste), north 

slope, 3–3.5 mi. WNW of Mt. Pinos
SBNHM AV10506

aAccessed through www.ornisnet.org, 30 June 2013. Richardson (1904) reported “one was 
taken” in the Piute Mountains “during the summer of 1903.” However, no corresponding 
specimen exists in any major public museum, including the Museum of Vertebrate zoology (C. 
Cicero pers. comm.), where Richardson was later employed. This bird might not have been 
prepared as a study skin.

bAMNH, American Museum of Natural History, New york; CAS, California Academy of Sci-
ences, San Francisco; FMNH, Field Museum, Chicago; LACM, Natural History Museum of 
Los Angeles County, Los Angeles; MCz, Museum of Comparative zoology, Harvard Univer-
sity, Cambridge, MA; MVz, Museum of Vertebrate zoology, University of California, Berkeley; 
SBNHM, Santa Barbara Museum of Natural History, Santa Barbara; Dickey Collection, Uni-
versity of California, Los Angeles; UMMz, University of Michigan Museum of zoology, Ann 
Arbor; USNM, National Museum of Natural History, Smithsonian Institution, Washington, DC.
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slope, I established an additional transect parallel to the first ~400 m further 
into the patch. On the steep north face of the ridge comprising Mt. Pinos, 
Sawmill Mountain, Grouse Mountain, and Cerro Noroeste, where many of 
the most reliable historic observations originated, I surveyed three parallel 
transects over two breeding seasons (2002–2003): one along the upper rim 
(~777–807 m elevation), a second ~200 m downslope, and a third where 
patches of appropriate habitat were present ~500–1200 m below the sum-
mits of Mt. Pinos and Sawmill Mountain.

North of the Kern Gap, I used line-transect methods as described above in 
the Greenhorn Mountains from Portuguese Pass south to Woodward Peak 
(23–24 April 2002) and located survey stations where habitat appeared 
suitable along major Forest Service roads in the main Sierra Nevada from 
Sherman Pass south to Bartolas Creek (29–31 May 2004).

For the historical review, I consulted published literature on the grouse’s 
status and habitat associations and www.ornisnet.org for records of speci-
mens held by major North American museums.

RESULTS

Survey

I completed 190 km of survey transects throughout the sky islands but 
detected no Sooty Grouse vocalizations, feathers, or fecal droppings (maps 
and GPS tracks of survey routes are available by request). North of the Kern 
Gap, I confirmed singing males at Sunday Peak in the southern Greenhorn 
Mountains (24 April 2002) and at Cherry Hill in the main Sierra Nevada 
(29 May 2004, Figure 1). These sites were the grouse’s southernmost sup-
posed breeding sites at the time of the surveys (B. Barnes and T. Benson 
pers. comm.).

Historic Status

Little information is available regarding the historic status of the Mount 
Pinos Sooty Grouse, particularly south of Kern Gap. North of Kern Gap, the 
Death Valley Expedition of 1891 (Fisher 1893) reported that Sooty Grouse 
were “nowhere common” (the expedition observed or collected the species 
at Monache Meadow, Independence Creek, Big Cottonwood Meadow, 
Olancha Peak, Halsted Meadow, Horse Corral Meadow, Mineral King, 
and elsewhere). Grinnell and Miller (1944) considered it “locally common 
in suitable parts of [the] main southern Sierra Nevada.” In the late 1970s, 
Bendell and zwickel (1984) ranked the density of Sooty Grouse at Crescent 
Meadow, northern Tulare County, as 3 on a scale of 0–5. In 1992, I counted 
only 0.5 hooting male/km along 24.7 km of line transects through known 
breeding habitat in northern Tulare County (Bland 1993).

Most information regarding the historic status of D. f. howardi south 
of the Kern Gap comes from the vicinity of Mt. Pinos. Grinnell and Miller 
(1944) surmised it was “always, within history, sparsely represented on the 
more southwesterly, outlying islands of occurrence.” Presumably the “more 
southwesterly, outlying islands” included Mt. Pinos and closely adjoining 
Sawmill and Grouse mountains, Cerro Noroeste, Frazier Mountain, and 
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possibly the Tehachapi Mountains. Perhaps Grinnell and Miller reserved 
comment on status on the “northeasterly” islands (e.g., Piute Mountains, 
Breckenridge Mountain) because reliable information was not available. 
The only historic report from the Piute Mountains is by Richardson (1904), 
who observed Sooty Grouse “several times” in the summer of 1903. The 
only historic report from the Tehachapi Mountains is by L. Goldman, who 
observed and collected just a single male (Table 1) during three days’ survey 
work “on the summit and lower slopes” (Smithsonian Institution archives, 
collection 7176, box 37, folders 7 and 8).

At Mt. Pinos, E. Nelson was the first to report “a few about the summit” in 
October 1891 (Fisher 1893). In autumn, Sooty Grouse are generally difficult 
to detect, being cryptic and silent, so observing “a few” in October could be 
interpreted as relatively abundant. In the summer of 1904, Grinnell (1905) 
noted “there must have been quite a number of them around though we 
actually saw but two” (he also observed many feathers, “dust-wallows,” and 
other “grouse signs”). In 1928, Pemberton (1928) reported hearing grouse 
hooting “quite commonly on the flatter upper part of the mountain.” He 
also noted, “many hooters” could be heard “well down on the cliff-like north 
slope.” He conjectured, “there are not many [on Mt. Pinos] and I believe that 
the number is less than one hundred.” On 21 May 1928, he photographed 
a nest on the north slope of Mt. Pinos and collected the eggs. Pemberton 
(1928) described the nest, eggs, and local environment. In the 13 years from 
1921 to 1933, museum collectors took at least 40 specimens from Mt. Pinos 
(Table 1). Holt (1936) wrote that the grouse “was plentiful in bygone times 
on Mount Pinos and neighboring peaks. For the past six years, however, it 
has been feared that the bird was extinct here. As recently as last October, 
a U. S. Biological Survey party searched for two weeks without finding any 
indication that a single one remained. Then, on October 14, three hunters 
were caught with four Mount Pinos Sooty Grouse that they had shot on the 
northwest slope of Mount Pinos ... Were these the last four grouse in the 
Mount Pinos region? Probably not; it is a large, rugged area, and a few could 
easily escape the notice of searching parties. The hunters who took the birds 
state that a part of the flock was permitted to escape. If this observation is 
correct, and if grouse exist in numbers sufficient to enable them to withstand 
the depredations of natural enemies, they may repopulate the area in time. 
At best, however, their situation is critical.”

The “two young hens and a pair of adults” mentioned by Holt were appar-
ently prepared as study skins for the Santa Barbara Natural History Museum, 
but were lost along with all associated records in a fire on 12 April 1962 (P. 
Collins pers. comm.). No report of the survey Holt mentioned exists in the 
national archives (E. Alers pers. comm.). Grinnell and Miller (1944) reported 
that D. f. howardi was “said to have become very scarce of late years on 
Mount Pinos.” The AOU (1957) listed the subspecies as “extremely rare 
(possibly extinct) in the Tehachapi Mountains, Mount Pinos, and Frazier 
Mountain areas.” From 24 to 29 May 1964, Abbott (1965) reported hear-
ing two grouse hooting on the northwest slope of Mt. Pinos, the only ones 
he had detected after searching Mt. Pinos, Cerro Noroeste, and Frazier 
Mountain “often” over the preceding 30 years. Abbott’s report is the last 
evidence of breeding behavior on the sky islands. A feather collected by D. 
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Smith and J. Hamber on 23 September 1976 (Table 1) is the last physical 
evidence of the Sooty Grouse anywhere in the region. 

Since 1965, there have been only three credible reports of sightings 
documented in detail sufficient to eliminate misidentification of the Band-
tailed Pigeon (Patagioenas fasciata) or Mountain Quail (Oreortyx pictus) 
and placed on file at an appropriate institution: 23 September 1976 by J. 
Hamber and D. Smith at Cerro Noroeste (~5.5 km northwest of Mt. Pinos), 
2 August 1992 by L. Allen at Sawmill Mountain (~1.8 km west of Mt. Pinos), 
and 1 May 1993 by R. Chichester also at Sawmill Mountain (Appendix). 
Other sightings reported since the 1970s (see Weiss 1979, Lentz 1993, 
and Bland 2008 for examples) lack documentation sufficient for a judgment 
of whether a Band-tailed Pigeon or Mountain Quail was misidentified, as 
frequently happens. Focused searches in the vicinity of Mt. Pinos in 1978 
(Bendell and zwickel 1984), 1979 (Weiss 1979), and 1988–1992 (Lentz 
1993) failed to detect grouse.

Habitat Associations
Grinnell and Miller (1944) described the habitat of the Mount Pinos Sooty 

Grouse as “chiefly slopes clothed sparsely with white firs; but also other 
coniferous trees ... as well as open or brushy ground interspersed with, or 
adjacent to, forest.” First-hand records of the grouse’s habitat use in the 
sky islands are limited to the vicinity of Mt. Pinos (2697 m), where Grinnell 
(1905) found “grouse signs only among the firs on the north side” and Pem-
berton (1928) found grouse “only on the higher portions of the mountain ... 
where the silver fir [white fir] reaches its best development.” Abbott (1965) 
“heard two grouse hooting in the heavy white fir on the northwest slope 
at about 8700 feet elevation” (2652 m). Pemberton encountered hooting 
males “on the flatter upper part of the mountain” and also “well down the 
cliff-like north slope.” Grinnell (1905) described the upper slopes of Mt. 
Pinos as “gentle,” “not heavily timbered,” with “groups of Jeffrey pines … 
being interspersed with openings, either bare or brushy. In places above 
8000 feet there are extensive low thickets of [snowberry, Symphoricarpos 
rotundifolius] and, especially in moist spots, masses of gooseberry [Ribes 
cereum and R. montigenum], the latter more particularly on the shaded 
north side near springs.” “Acres of a low composite shrub [Chrysothamnus 
nauseosus] cover the otherwise bare rolling area about the summit.” Con-
versely, “the steep north slope, from the summit down about 2000 feet, is 
quite heavily timbered with California white fir,” “with a few fox-tail pine 
[limber pine, P. flexillis] at the summit of the main ridge ... and down the 
north slope among the firs.” Apparently, Pemberton was under the impres-
sion hooting males moved down slope as the hooting season progressed, 
but other researchers have shown that locations of adult males’ breeding 
territories are static (Bendell 1955, McNicholl 1978, Bland 2013). Perhaps 
the males Pemberton heard early in the season were yearlings, which hoot 
for only a brief period early in the hooting season (McNicholl 1981, Bland 
2013), often at low-quality sites (Jamieson and zwickel 1983).

Where I have observed the Mount Pinos Sooty Grouse’s breeding habitat 
north of Kern Gap (Sunday Peak, Poison Meadow, Sherman Peak, Big 
Meadows, Stony Creek, Big Baldy Ridge, Mineral King), it is similar in 
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most respects to that of the Sierra Sooty Grouse on the western slope of 
the central Sierra Nevada, where I have studied Sooty Grouse habitat in 
detail. At Pinecrest (Tuolumne County), males establish breeding territories 
on or near steep slopes in mature fir or mixed conifer forest with an open 
canopy and where some trees exceeding 1 m in diameter (at breast height) 
are available for use as territorial songposts (Bland and Gardner 2013). In 
the southern Sierra Nevada, such habitats occur on north-tending slopes 
down to ~1550 m elevation (U. S. Forest Service vegetation maps, fir and 
mixed-conifer forest types), in areas where large trees have not been elimi-
nated by timber harvesting or catastrophic fire. Habitat associations south 
of Kern Gap were probably similar, although on the sky islands forests are 
drier, and the canopy is generally lower and more open. 

The Mount Pinos Sooty Grouse is probably much less migratory than 
northern populations of the Sooty Grouse, many of which migrate altitu-
dinally between separate breeding and winter ranges (Bendell and zwickel 
1984, zwickel and Bendell 2004). Within the range of D. f. howardi, suit-
able habitat occurs in relatively narrow belts along the two main ranges of 
the southern Sierra Nevada (Great Western Divide and main Sierra Nevada) 
and around the peaks of the isolated sky islands, so substantial seasonal 
altitudinal migration is unlikely. Seasonal movements are probably similar 
to those of Sierra Sooty Grouse, which on the western slope winter and 
breed in one general area (Bland and Gardner 2013). The persistence of 
wintertime droppings (zwickel and Bendell 2004:136) in males’ breeding 
territories at Sunday Peak and Mineral King (pers. obs.) suggests there is 
little seasonal migration in the southern Sierra Nevada. At Mt. Pinos, the 
only museum specimen collected in winter was collected at the summit, 
where other specimens were collected during the breeding season (Table 1). 
Grinnell (1905) mentioned reports from Mt. Pinos of grouse “in the pines 
down even as low as the sawmill ... in winter,” but the site of the sawmill 
(today’s McGill Campground, Kane 2008) is just 4.3 km east of the summit 
and well within potential breeding habitat (~2250 m, mixed conifer forest; 
U. S. Forest Service vegetation maps). 

DISCUSSION

Given the results of my survey, and the lack of documented sightings 
since 1993, it can reasonably be concluded that the Mount Pinos Sooty 
Grouse has been extirpated from the sky islands. I believe I would have 
detected any breeding males present, since my methods have been effective 
for detecting territorial males in sparse populations throughout the Sierra 
Nevada, including those of D. f. howardi in northern Tulare County (Bland 
1993). At Sunday Peak and Cherry Hill, males responded to my recorded 
cackle calls, and distances of initial detection ranged from ~375 to 525 
m. At 20:15 on 23 April 2002, I heard hooting on Sunday Peak from the 
shoulder of Rancheria Road (USFS 24S15), from a distance of ~1.4 km. 
If a viable breeding population had been present in the sky islands, singing 
males should have been detected. Where population densities are low, male 
Sooty Grouse occur in clusters (Lewis 1985, Bland 2013) and counter-
sing throughout the day (Stewart 1967, zwickel and Bendell 2004:156), 
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making detection relatively straightforward. It is possible that one or more 
silent grouse could have gone undetected, but the lack of hooting during 
peak hooting season implies that any such individuals did not constitute a 
viable breeding population. Although I was unable to survey some patches 
of potential habitat at the Breckenridge Mountain, Tehachapi Mountains, 
Alamo Mountain, and Pine Mountain survey sites because of limited access 
or time, habitat conditions or the lack of prior records suggest these areas 
had low potential for occupancy.

In 2012, eight years after I surveyed the Greenhorn Mountains, N. J. 
Schmitt discovered a single male hooting ~1.5 km north of Shirley Peak in 
the southern Greenhorn Mountains, ~7.5 km south of the birds I recorded 
at Sunday Peak. The bird was observed by several other people, including 
myself, and was photographed by J. Dunn and A. Sheehey, 29 April–27 
May 2012. It was heard hooting again by several people in 2013, between 
late April and early May (N. J. Schmitt pers. comm.). On 13 May 2012, I 
searched this area and found no evidence (accumulations of droppings) of ad-
ditional territorial males, and only a limited area of potential breeding habitat 
(only a few trees in the area, also known as Sawmill Ridge, exceeded 1 m in 
diameter at breast height). I believe this is a lone individual that dispersed to 
Shirley Peak, possibly from nearby Sunday Peak, and does not represent a 
group breeding at Shirley Peak. Nonetheless, the area should be monitored 
to assess whether grouse do successfully recolonize the Greenhorn Moun-
tains south of Greenhorn Summit.

The Mount Pinos Sooty Grouse could have been widespread ~1500–
4000 yrs ago, when the region’s climate was consistently cool and moist, 
and fir, the primary food of the Sooty Grouse, was more widespread and 
abundant (Laudenslayer and Skinner 1995). Recurrent droughts beginning 
~1500 years ago (Graumlich 1993) might have contracted its range to the 
extent observed by early naturalists. As grouse habitat receded up the slopes 
of the sky islands, the population in smaller patches may have been reduced 
below the level of viability, being maintained only by emigration from larger 
patches. Perhaps no single island was large enough to sustain a population 
without genetic exchange with other islands. The three largest islands—Mt. 
Pinos and adjoining peaks, the Piute Mountains, and the Tehachapi Moun-
tains—were known to be occupied by grouse at the beginning of the 20th 
century, although available records suggest few existed in the Piute and 
Tehachapi mountains. Second-hand reports suggest the fifth-largest island, 
Frazier Mountain, might also have been occupied by a few grouse (Willett 
1933). The lack of early 20th-century records from other islands might be 
attributable to a lack of survey effort. Breckenridge Mountain supported an 
area of moist montane forest comparable to that of the largest islands, so it 
might also have supported grouse prior to heavy timber harvesting beginning 
in the late 1800s. Indigenous people or settlers could have extirpated grouse 
from the smaller islands by hunting before scientists became aware of them, 
or perhaps smaller islands were occupied only intermittently. Moist montane 
forest on Bear Mountain and the Liebre Twins might have been too little to 
support a persistent breeding population, but the locations of these islands 
suggest they could have served as stepping stones for dispersal between 
larger islands. Tecuya Mountain, Alamo Mountain, and Pine Mountain were 
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probably all too small and too arid to support breeding grouse in modern 
times. Reports submitted orally to the Forest Service from Alamo and Pine 
mountains in the 1970s (Weiss 1979) were probably of misidentified Band-
tailed Pigeons or Mountain Quail.

Populations that persisted into the mid-1900s were small and isolated 
and could have been extirpated by unseasonal snowfall, catastrophic fire, 
or disease. Increased human activity could also have expedited their disap-
pearance, including the effects of livestock grazing (Mussehl 1963, zwickel 
1972, zwickel and Bendell 2005), timber harvesting (Bland and Gardner 
2013), rural development (zwickel and Bendell 2005), illegal hunting, and 
fire suppression. Livestock grazing was well established in the sky islands 
by the mid-1800s (Morgan 1914, Stephenson and Calcarone 1999, Gos-
sard 2005). In the early 1900s, flocks of sheep numbering in the thousands 
grazed many areas (Gossard 2005:72, Morgan 1914:34, Kane 2008:174, 
211). In 1891, Fisher (1893) observed “the destruction of vegetation by 
sheep [in the southern Sierra Nevada] is a potent cause of the scarcity of 
ground-inhabiting birds.” In October, 1934, Grinnell (1935) noted, “there is 
... potentially much moisture-loving vegetation [~10 km north of Greenhorn 
Summit]; but heavy grazing in an extra dry season had produced conditions 
by autumn of this year, distressingly barren on and about the little meadows.” 
Bergerud (1988) demonstrated the importance of low herbaceous growth 
for the insect foods and escape cover needed by grouse chicks. 

Timber harvesting began in the sky islands in the mid-1800s to serve 
the needs of mines, ranches, settlements, and the army outpost at Fort 
Tejon (Morgan 1914, Laudenslayer and Darr 1990, Kane 2008). Between 
1875 and 1925, sawmills were operating on at least four of the sky islands 
(Breckenridge Mountain, Piute Mountain, Tehachapi Mountains, and Mt. 
Pinos and adjoining peaks; Gossard 2005, Morgan 1914, Kane 2008). 
Large-scale commercial logging commenced in the 1950s and 1960s, but 
it was very limited in Los Padres National Forest (Mt. Pinos and adjoining 
peaks, Tecuya, Frazier, Alamo, and Pine mountains; Baker and Stewart 
1996, Stephenson and Calcarone 1999). Bergerud (1988) described how 
intensive timber harvesting and other alterations of habitat structure at a 
similar scale, including wildfire, can disrupt the “predator-cover complex” 
of grouse, heightening their risk of predation as they navigate through an 
altered mosaic of habitats. Timber harvesting is negatively associated with 
habitat occupancy by breeding male Sierra Sooty Grouse, in part because 
the trees they select for territorial songposts, averaging ~1 m in diameter 
at breast height, are valuable timber (Bland 2006). Perhaps a century or 
more of logging in the sky islands eliminated elements of habitat structure 
that were essential for grouse or fragmented the habitat to the extent that 
the grouse were exposed to unsustainable rates of predation. 

Fire suppression since the early 1900s has also altered grouse habitats. 
Where fires are suppressed, undergrowth proliferates and large trees suffer 
increased mortality due to competition (Parsons and DeBenedetti 1979). 
Secondarily, where fires have been suppressed, successive wildfires are more 
frequent and more intense, often killing most or all trees. Historically, low-
intensity wildfires at intervals of 15 to 30 years thinned forest understories 
and created patchy overstories (Taylor and Halpern 1991). This maintained 
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the fine-scale heterogeneity of the canopy of old-growth mixed-conifer for-
ests of the Sierra Nevada (Fites-Kaufmann et al. 2007), to which southern 
populations of the Sooty Grouse have apparently adapted. With fire sup-
pression, increasingly large areas of grouse habitat became either overgrown 
(e.g., Mt. Pinos) or ruined by catastrophic fires (e.g., Piute Mountains).

There are now substantial obstacles to natural recolonization from the 
southern Sierra Nevada. Habitat suitability in the sky islands continues to 
decline as a result of timber harvesting, wildlfire, and residential development. 
Drought and associated insect outbreaks have increased the mortality of co-
nifers (Van Mantgem and Stephenson 2007, Bentz et al. 2010), creating an 
impetus to “sanitation log” afflicted trees (Graham et al. 1999). Under some 
scenarios of climate change, moisture- and temperature-sensitive elements 
of montane forest could be further eroded by a warming climate (Lenihan 
et al. 2003). The 2008 Piute fire caused substantial long-term damage to 
the first stepping stone to potential recolonization. Many decades, even 
centuries, will be necessary for the return of features of old forest such as 
trees >1 m diameter and large downed logs. The next major stepping stone, 
the Tehachapi Range, is rapidly being transformed by low-density residential 
development, even at higher elevations.

Reintroduction by translocation from the Sierra Nevada might also be 
problematic, even if habitat conditions improve. Miller and Benson (1930) 
considered the Mount Pinos Sooty Grouse phenotypically uniform across 
the Kern Gap. However, those from Mt. Pinos may differ to some extent in 
mitochondrial DNA haplotype from those from the southern Sierra Nevada 
(G. Barrowclough pers. comm.).
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APPENDIX

Documented observations of the Mount Pinos Sooty Grouse in the sky islands 
region since 1964. Written reports on file at an appropriate institution and includ-
ing detail sufficient to exclude a misidentified Band-tailed Pigeon or Mountain Quail. 
Photocopies of these reports are available by request.

23 September 1976, J. Hamber, D. Smith, and M. Hasey, upper north slope of 
Mt. Abel (Cerro Noroeste), below the ski tow and lodge, with Camp Condor in view 
below, ~2135 m elevation (34° 51′ N 199° 12′ W). 

D. Smith: “We heard the sound of a good-sized bird moving in a tree over our heads. 
I saw the bird fly to a nearby Jeffrey pine just down the side of the slope. The others 
heard it—sounding like the rustling of a shopping sack—as it landed, giving all of us a 
good profile of its full body. Bird was approx. size of a Rhode Island red chicken—large 
body, small head, good size, square end tail with a light band at end—body appeared 
to be speckled and dark. Gray with no warm color apparent to us. Saw for about 3 
or 4 seconds—then bird flew, flapping 3 or 4 times then coasting, dropping rapidly 
down canyon, disappearing into trees below. Wings were curved steeply down at ends 
as it coasted. I heard no call as it moved out. Picked up a few body feathers from the 
slope [specimen AV10506, Table 1]—may or may not be associated. Appearance of 
the bird was definitely that of a galliform.”

J. Hamber: “The bird was first seen by Dick Smith as it flew from one tree to the 
Jeffrey pine.” “I moved upslope slightly and found the bird perched at an oblique angle 
on a bare area of a large branch of the tree about 40 feet from the ground and 6 
feet from the trunk of a mature Jeffrey pine. The canopy of the tree shaded the bird, 
but no part was obscured by branches. In the binoculars [from ~15 m], I observed a 
large, 15- to 18-inch bird with a small head; small, stout bill; short neck, plump body 
and fairly long, wide tail—squared off on the end. Definitely a gallinaceous bird. The 
bird was dark, brownish gray all over with some lighter mottling on the back. The tail 
was dark with a light 1/2″–3/4″ band on the end of the tail. The bird was in view for 
about 10 seconds. It then left the branch, sailed down the ravine on decurved wings 
and was lost to sight a few seconds later.”

2 August 1992, L. Allen, ~1 km SW of the peak of Sawmill Mountain, ~2600 m 
elevation (34° 49′ N, 119° 9′ W). “The bird flushed [at a distance of 7–8 m with very 
loud wingbeats ... circled behind me and disappeared from view…. The head, dorsal 
surface of the body, and wings appeared mottled in no particular pattern but gave 
the overall impression of a medium-brown plumage. The tail was fanned as the bird 
banked; the dorsal color extended about halfway down the tail, beyond which the tail 
was a uniform dark brown, with a narrow, white (or pale) terminal band. 

1 May 1993, R. Chichester, Upper northeast slope of Sawmill Mountain, ~2600 
m elevation (34° 48.9′ N, 119° 9.6′ W). “The birds were 10–15′ away when I jumped 
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them. My observations were side view and mainly rear view as they flew over the 
crown of the hill. The color pattern of the tail and body of the birds was definitely that 
of grouse. I noted the banded color pattern of the tail as it was fanned out in flight.” 
Afterward, a second person, M. Chichester, heard “several diagnostic booms” ... “fol-
lowed by a few low clucks.” R. Chichester conveyed orally to M. Chichester (in litt.) that 
the flushed birds produced an “explosive, frightening sound,” were “double the size of 
quail,” “brown/gray” overall, with a “fanned gray tail” that had a “band on the tip.”

EXTIRPATION OF THE SOOTy GROUSE SOUTH OF THE SIERRA NEVADA

Male Mount Pinos Sooty Grouse (Dendragapus fuliginosus howardi), Giant Sequoia 
National Monument, California, 31 May 1992.

Photo by James D. Bland
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NOTES

THE DISTRIBUTION OF BUBO VIRGINIANUS 
PINORUM NORTH AND WEST TO WASHINGTON 
ROBERT W. DICKERMAN, Museum of Southwestern Biology, University of New 
Mexico, Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131; bobdickm@unm.edu

Dickerman and Johnson (2008) described subspecies Bubo virginianus pinorum 
of the Great Horned Owl, designating a type specimen from the Sandia Mountains 
of north-central New Mexico and outlining the range as “plains of the Snake River 
of Idaho, south … at increasing elevations, to Arizona and New Mexico.” Bubo v. 
pinorum is darker dorsally and more heavily barred ventrally than the pale B. v. palles-
cens of the desert Southwest or B. v. subarcticus of the Canadian prairie parklands 
but paler and more lightly barred than in B. v. lagophonus or B. v. saturatus to the 
northwest or in B. v. pacificus of coastal California. Here I trace the distribution of B. 
v. pinorum further, extending it north and west to central and northern Washington.

Oberholser (1904) resurrected the name B. v. occidentalis Stone (a synonym of 
B. v. subarcticus Hoy; Dickerman 1991) for the Great Horned Owls of south-central 
Canada and the U.S. from Montana, northeastern California, and Nevada east to 
eastern Minnesota and south to central Kansas (AOU 1957) because they just did 
not fit his other subspecies. His action was in large part a result of not recognizing 
migration in this species in the West (Oberholser 1904, Dickerman 2002, Dickerman 
and Johnson 2008). The name soon became entrenched in the literature (e.g., AOU 
1910, 1931, 1957, Linsdale 1936, Grinnell and Miller 1944), and museums used 
the name occidentalis in arranging specimens. Thus in my search for specimens of 
pinorum I first looked for specimens identified as occidentalis,

In 1991, when I began my studies of New Mexico’s Great Horned Owls, I visited 
the Utah Museum of Natural History, before my concepts were established. I scored 
specimens there as “pj” (pinon/juniper = pinorum) or as “pall.” (B. v. pallescens). In 
later visits to other collections, I distinguished the five subspecies that occur in the Rocky 
Mountain region, B. v. pinorum, pallescens, lagophonus, subarcticus, and saturatus.

I identified over 46 specimens of B. v. pinorum from Washington, Oregon, Cali-
fornia, Nevada, and Utah; those from Washington, Oregon, California, and Nevada 
are plotted in Figure 1. Some dots in Washington and Oregon represent birds that 
are not on their nesting grounds, so Figure 1 does not reflect exact nesting range, but 
it does reflect the overall range of the subspecies. Bubo v. pinorum is largely seden-
tary; specimens from nonbreeding sites presumably represent only local movement.

The type specimen of B. v. lagophonus Oberholser is one of four Great Horned 
Owls collected by Charles Bendire at Walla Walla, Washington, in the winter of 
1881–1882. These four specimens, at the U.S. National Museum of Natural His-
tory, include two of B. v. lagophonus and two of B. v. pinorum; lagophonus is a 
migrant at its type locality. I have seen 11 Great Horned Owls taken by Bendire at 
Walla Walla, and six of them represent pinorum. There are, scattered through several 
museums, at least 14 specimens of pinorum, including almost fledged juveniles, from 
Walla Walla County, Washington, and adjacent Umatilla County, Oregon. The dots 
from Nevada and California all represent birds collected in the nesting season, so 
Figure 1 represents the nesting range of pinorum in those states. Bubo v. pinorum 
probably occurs in southeastern British Columbia as well, although to date I have 
seen no specimens from there.

A similar study is needed to outline the northeastern portion of the range of 
pinorum in Idaho, Montana, and Wyoming, and possibly western North and South 
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Dakota, but there are far fewer specimens from those areas, and they are far more 
scattered. Salvage of specimens by state game departments is to be encouraged.

I am grateful to the curators and collection managers at the museums where I 
examined specimens: the American Museum of Natural History, New york; Burke 
Museum of Natural History and Culture, University of Washington, Seattle; Museum 
of Comparative zoology, Harvard University, Cambridge, Massachusetts; Museum 
of Southwestern Biology, University of New Mexico, Albuquerque; Museum of 
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Figure 1.  Distribution of specimens of Bubo virginianus pinorum in Washington, 
Oregon, California, and Nevada.
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Vertebrate zoology, University of California, Berkeley; San Diego Natural History 
Museum; Utah Museum of Natural History, University of Utah, Salt Lake City; and 
the United States National Museum of Natural History, Washington, D.C. Thanks 
also to reviewers M. Ralph Browning and Daniel D. Gibson.
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RECORDS OF THE BLACK MERLIN  
IN NEW MEXICO, WITH COMMENTS  
ON ITS IDENTIFICATION 
ROBERT W. DICKERMAN, Museum of Southwestern Biology, Department of Biology, 
University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131; bobdickm@unm.edu

The nesting range of the Black Merlin (Falco columbarius suckleyi), adapted to 
the temperate rain forest, has been reported as southeast Alaska (Gibson and Kessel 
1997), coastal British Columbia (AOU 1957), and adjacent Washington (Wahl et al. 
2005). Not all of this distribution has been documented with specimens collected in the 
nesting season, although some nesting individuals have been trapped and examined 
in Washington state (C. M. Anderson, fide C. M. White, in litt., 2013). Migrants and 
wintering birds have been recorded in Oregon (Marshall et al. 2003) and California 
(AOU 1957). Elsewhere, specimens have been reported from Arizona (Monson 
and Phillips 1981), New Mexico (Jewett 1944, Friedmann 1950), Colorado (Bailey 
1942), Nevada (Alcorn 1943), Idaho (Burleigh 1972, Haak and Sawby 2012), Utah 
(Behle 1985, Haney and White 1999), Wisconsin (Friedmann 1950), and New Jersey 
(Capainolo and Pitocchelli 1990).

From New Mexico, eight specimens have been previously identified as F. c. suck-
leyi, by Jewett (1944), Friedmann (1950), John P. Hubbard, or me (Table 1). Four 
of the eight New Mexico specimens are housed in the Museum of Southwestern 
Biology (MSB).

To reassess the subspecific identifications of the New Mexico specimens, I reviewed 
the taxonomic treatments of the darker-plumaged Merlins of North America by 
Ridgway (in Baird and Ridgway 1874), Swarth (1935), Friedmann (1950), Temple 
(1972a, b), Palmer (1988), Hamilton and Schmitt (2000), Wheeler (2003), and 
Warkentin et al. (2005).

Ridgway’s very brief description of Falco columbarius variety Suckleyi (in Baird 
and Ridgway 1874) was poor, but he did designate two syntypes, a male (U.S. National 
Museum [USNM] 4477) from Shoalwater Bay, Washington, and a female (USNM 
5882) from Fort Steilacoom, Washington. 

Friedmann (1950), presumably using these type specimens among others, men-
tioned that F. c. suckleyi has only three light-colored bars in the outer rectrices, in 
contrast to the three or four in F. c. columbarius, without specifying the frequency of 
three versus four bars in columbarius. In his count of the number of bars Friedmann 
apparently disregarded the most basal, which is largely hidden by the undertail coverts. 

In a major revision of the species, Temple (1972a, b) analyzed the plumage of the 
Merlin on the basis of five regional samples, eastern, central, and western taiga (F. 
c. columbarius, including F. c. bendirei), “prairie parkland” (F. c. richardsoni), and 
“coastal forest” (F. c. suckleyi). No single character distinguished the coastal forest 
sample from all the others, but a combination of characters did. In over 90% of 104 
coastal forest specimens the light bars did not extend to the inner edge of the outermost 
primary, thus being spots rather than bars, whereas in >90% of the specimens of the 
other four regional samples they did so. About 90% of the coastal forest specimens 
had the crown solid dark or with dark streaking far more extensive than the lighter 
background coloration, a pattern characterizing <20% of the specimens in the other 
four samples, in which light coloring was more prominent. Less diagnostic was the 
number of light bars in the outer rectrix; 100% of specimens of F. c. suckleyi had 
four or fewer bars, while only 9% of F. c. columbarius did so.

Temple (1972a) took colorimetric readings of the five small regional samples and of 
all sex/age classes. Regardless of sex/age class, F. c. suckleyi was far darker dorsally 
(ventral data not presented) in “brightness” (15.7 ± 0.3 versus 17.0–17.9 ± 0.4–0.6, 
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means ± standard error) than specimens of the other four samples. There was a small 
degree of overlap in dominant wavelength (23.4 ± 0.3 versus 24.1–25.8 ± 0.4–0.7), 
especially with the “eastern taiga” sample of nominate columbarius.

Four of the eight specimens from New Mexico are in the Museum of Southwestern 
Biology; I borrowed the others from the museums holding them, the U.S. National 
Museum of Natural History (USNM), Slater Museum, University of Puget Sound 
(PSM), and the Department of Biology, New Mexico State University (NMSUB), 
except for one specimen in the Museum of zoology, University of Michigan (UMMz 
175043). To gain a better appreciation of the plumage characters of F. c. suckleyi, 
I examined seven additional specimens collected on Vancouver Island, British Co-
lumbia, and preserved in the Museum of Vertebrate zoology (MVz), University of 
California, Berkeley: MVz 15627, ♂, Errington, 2 September 1910; MVz 15629, 
♀, Errington, 10 September 1912; MVz 15630, ♂, Errington, 21 September 1910; 
MVz 15631, ♀, Errington, 22 September 1910; MVz 89861, imm. ♂, Comox, 9 
March 1941; MVz 99935, Quatsino, 31 August 1934; MVz 99942, ♂, Seal Islands 
(Comox), 3 August 1927. I consider 15629, 15630, 15631, 99935, and 99941 to 
be “ultra-typical standards” of F. c. suckleyi. I pooled females and immature males in 
all comparisons of plumage characteristics.

I evaluated all specimens on the basis of two characters defining F. c. suckleyi, 
both of which are exemplified by the five “ultra-typical” specimens from Vancouver 
Island: (1) four light-colored bars in the outer rectrix, and (2) light markings on the 
inner web of the outermost primary appear as spots, rather than as bars as in F. 
c. columbarius. These two criteria accompanied the dark color and pattern of the 
crown and the darkness of the dorsum and venter. My reassessments of the eight 
New Mexico specimens are as follows.

1. USNM 194613, immature ♂, Lake La Jara [Rio Arriba Co.], 18 September 
1904, collected by J. H. Gaut. This specimen had been identified by W. W. Cooke 
(in Bailey 1928) and J. W. Aldrich (label annotation, 1947) as F. c. columbarius, 
then as F. c. suckleyi by Friedmann (1950) and J. P. Hubbard (in notes, 1991), and 
finally as columbarius × suckleyi by Hubbard in 2012. On the basis of the barring 
on the inner web of the outer primary and the only moderately dark upperparts and 
ventral streaking it is F. c. columbarius.

2. PSM 10055, ♀, [Ghost Ranch, near] Abiquiu [Rio Arriba Co.], 26 December 
1946, shot by an unknown employee of Ghost Ranch. This specimen became 2234 in 
the collection of S. G. Jewett (1944), who identified it as F. c. suckleyi. J. P. Hubbard 
identified it as F. c. columbarius intermediate toward suckleyi in 2012. I consider it 
F. c. columbarius × suckleyi because of its only moderately heavy ventral streaking, 
mainly barred inner web of the outer primary, and having four tail bars. 

3. UMMz 175043, ♀, Reserve [Catron Co.], 12 October 1927, collected by H. H. 
Kimball. Originally identified on its label as F. c. columbarius. In 1962 and 2012 J. 
P. Hubbard identified it as F. c. columbarius × F. c. suckleyi on the basis of its dark 
coloration, but its outer primaries are barred. I have not examined it. 

4. MSB 4613, ♀, Albuquerque, Bernalillo Co., 16 September 1979, collected by 
J. Johnson, prepared by D. L. Pennington. I identified this specimen as F. c. suckleyi 
in 1995, as did J. P. Hubbard in 1998 and 2012. On the basis of the spotted inner 
webs of the outer primaries, darkness of the venter, and four tail bars it does appear 
to be F. c. suckleyi.

5. MSB 6738, ♀, Albuquerque, Bernalillo Co., 4 January 1990, received from 
Wildlife Rescue, Inc., of Albuquerque. In plumage color, this specimen looks like F. 
c. columbarius dorsally and F. c. suckleyi ventrally, as I noted in 1995 and did J. 
P. Hubbard in 1998. On the basis of its more barlike maks on the inner web of the 
outer primaries, less deep ventral coloration, and five tail bars I now regard it as F. c. 
columbarius × F. c. suckleyi.

6. MSB 20581, “♀” on label (but immature ♂ by size), Manzano Mountains, Tor-
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rance Co., 20 January 1998, received from Shirley Kendall. Though J. P. Hubbard 
identified this specimen as F. c. suckleyi in 1998, I consider it F. c. columbarius × F. 
c. suckleyi on the basis of the barred inner webs of the outer primaries and darkness 
of the underparts. 

7. NMSUB 3858, ♀, Albuquerque area, Bernalillo Co., 20 March 1999, received 
from M. Hamburg. As did J. P. Hubbard in 2012, I identify this specimen as F. c. 
columbarius intermediate toward F. c. suckleyi on the basis of the inner web of the 
outer primary being both spotted and barred and the outer rectrix having five pale bars.

8. MSB 23665, immature ♀, Villanueva, San Miguel Co., 3 October 2000, found 
by G. Sena, sent to K. Ramsey, from whom the MSB received it. Again, this speci-
men may be regarded as F. c. columbarius × F. c. suckleyi, not qualifying as clearly 
suckleyi because of its insufficiently dark venter, mixture of spots and bars on the 
inner webs of the outer primaries, and five tail bars.

My results support the suggestion of Wheeler (2003) that away from the subspecies’ 
usual range, any prospective F. c. suckleyi needs to be compared rigorously to the 
standards. It demonstrates that F. c. suckleyi cannot be identified definitively in the 
field or casually in the museum (as evidenced by the misidentifications I correct here, 
including some of my own!). For example, three of the four specimens from southern 
California illustrated by Hamilton and Schmitt (2000) are identified in error as F. c. 
suckleyi: they have too many tail bars, and the markings visible on primaries are bars 
rather than spots. Likewise, my results strongly suggest that the numerous records 
of suckleyi from the interior of North America be re-examined on the basis of these 
more stringent criteria. Many of the records based on observations or photographs 
will prove to be inconclusive. 

Nevertheless, F. c. suckleyi does occur casually at least as far south and east as New 
Mexico, as attested by MSB 4613, collected at Albuquerque on 16 September 1979.

Special thanks are due to John P. Hubbard, who spearheaded much of this project 
and who kindly loaned me his notes and gave advice. I thank Carla Cicero of the 
Museum of Vertebrate zoology, Peter Houde of the Department of Biology, New 
Mexico State University, Las Cruces, Gary Shugart of the Slater Museum of Natural 
History, University of Puget Sound, Tacoma, and James Dean and Craig Ludwig of 
the U. S. National Museum of Natural History, Washington, DC, for the loan of speci-
mens. Thanks also to reviewers Clayton M. White, M. Ralph Browning, and Daniel 
D. Gibson. The Museum of Southwestern Biology acknowledges the rehabilitators of 
New Mexico who provided four of the specimens used in this study.
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Wing your way to…

SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA
9–12 OCTOBER 2014

The 39th annual conference of the Western Field Ornithologists will be held in San 
Diego, California, 9–12 October 2014, at the Marriott Courtyard hotel at Liberty 
Station, less than 1 mile from the San Diego airport and Fisherman’s Landing, from 
which our pelagic trips will depart. 

We are still in the early stages of planning for this meeting, but expect a wide 
diversity of presentations, workshops, social events, and full-day and half-day field 
trips, both terrestrial and pelagic.

The conference will include a symposium on avifaunal change in western North 
America to be published subsequently as a volume of WFO’s monograph series 
Studies of Western Birds. We welcome and solicit contributions to this symposium 
and peer-reviewed publication. To inquire about participating, please contact Dave 
Shuford at dshuford@pointblue.org or Bob Gill at rgill@usgs.gov.

Please watch www.westernfieldornithologists.org/conference.php for details as 
they become available. But plan now to join us next year in San Diego!
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BEHAVIORS OF NESTLING AND JUVENILE BLACK 
VULTURES IN NORTHWESTERN MEXICO
MARCELINO MONTIEL-HERRERA and JUAN PABLO GALLO-REyNOSO, Labo-
ratorio de Ecofisiología, Centro de Investigación en Alimentación y Desarrollo A. C., 
Carretera al Varadero Nacional km. 6.6, Colonia Las Playitas, Guaymas, Sonora, 
México CP 85480; marcelino.montiel@estudiantes.ciad.mx

The Black Vulture (Coragyps atratus) is a common carrion-eating bird in much 
of the Americas (Ogada et al. 2012). Studies in North, Central, and South America 
have described general behaviors such as nesting, bathing, and drinking (McHargue 
1981, Stolen 2000, Sazima 2011). But there are few reports of the vocal sounds 
made by vultures (Blumstein 1990) and no published sonograms. Here we describe 
some characteristics of the nest of a Black Vulture in Mexico and publish the first 
sonograms of the vocalizations of two nestlings and a juvenile.

Torote Mountain (27° 53′ 50″ N, 110° 52′ 30″ W) is located near “Las Playitas” 
beach at Guaymas Bay, Sonora, Mexico. This mountain is covered by desert vegeta-
tion and contains many small caves. On 7 April 2012, in a difficult climb to reach one 
cave ~60 m above sea level, we found a nest of the Black Vulture with a brood of two 
chicks. We measured the cave’s dimensions and placed a motion-detecting camera 
(Wildview Xtreme Series, STC-TGL4M) at the nest three times for three days each time 
from March to May 2012 to photograph the vultures’ behavior. The camera was set 
to take three photographs at 1-minute intervals each time its motion sensor activated 
it. The camera remained posted on the ground ~5 m away from the entrance of the 
cave, tied to a branch of a Palo Blanco (Acacia willardiana). In May and June, we 
photographed the brood and recorded its vocalizations with a Fujifilm Finepix S2000 
HD digital camera. We analyzed the audio recordings with the software Raven Lite 1.0 
(Charif et al. 2006). The sonograms shown here are samples of recordings of calls of 
two young chicks vocalizing simultaneously and one call of a juvenile.

The nest cave was in solid rock with a floor of soil. The outer part or entrance to 
the cave was well illuminated and wide (Figure 1A), while the inner part provided nar-
row access to a small darker chamber of depth ∼2 m (Figure 1B). During the first two 
months after hatching, the nestlings moved around the entrance of the cave, where their 
parents fed them by regurgitation several times during daylight (about every 2–3 hours) 
(Figure 1C, D). The nestlings were active both day and night; in daylight the birds took 
dirt baths and sometimes lay on their sides on the ground with their legs fully extended 
(Figure 1E). They grew their black juvenile plumage at an age of ~3 months (Figure 
1F) yet did not fledge until the age of ~5 months. Notice that the young vulture’s beak 
is fully black in contrast to that of the adult, whose beak tip is white (Figure 1C, D, F).

We recorded what were presumably defense or warning calls, described for the 
adult Black Vulture as grunts or hisses (www.allaboutbirds.org/guide/Black_Vulture/
sounds). Sample recordings obtained from a distance of 3 m from these two young 
birds are shown in Figure 2A. When threatened, the nestlings bent forward with their 
heads down and spread their down-covered wings (Figure 1B). Bouts of hissing lasted 
~10 sec, followed 2 sec later by a short (~600 msec) hiss (Figure 2A). The birds then 
remained silent for several minutes before starting another round of hissing. The 
frequency range of their vocalizations was up to 2 kHz (Figure 2A). The sonograms 
show the chicks’ calls to be similar in pattern to the warning calls of juveniles and 
adults. Only one offspring survived. On 30 June 2012 we observed it ~50 m from 
the nest. When the bird saw one of us, it jumped up on the rocks and bushes since 
it was not mature enough to fly. It reached a flat rock, then regurgitated, and made 
hisses of ~500 msec in a range of frequency up to 9 kHz (Figure 2B). Its hisses were 
shorter than its calls as a nestling but otherwise similar, as indicated by its sonogram. 
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Figure 1. Nest of the Black Vulture found inside a cave on Torote Mountain, Sonora. 
(a) Entrance to cave. Note the birds near the center of the photo. (b) Two young Black 
Vultures in what we called their defensive position; these birds exhibited this behavior 
and hissed when threatened. (c, d) Feeding by regurgitation. (e) Common manner of 
resting. (f) young Black Vulture ~3 months after hatching.

Note that the sonogram shown in Figure 2B includes sounds made by other local 
birds and ambient noises. 

Our report may help clarify some aspects of development of young Black Vultures. 
We are grateful to Veronica Araiza Sánchez for technical advice and to Aurea 

Orozco-Rivas and Dorothy Pless for editing the manuscript. Montiel-Herrera held a 
scholarship from the Centro de Investigación en Alimentación y Desarrollo, A. C. 
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Figure 2. Sonograms of calls of the nestling and juvenile Black Vultures. (a) Relative 
amplitude of the vocalizations by the two birds inside the cave and frequencies and 
shapes of their warning calls. (b) Relative amplitude and frequencies of the vocalizations 
produced by the vulture shown in Figure 1f. This is the pattern of a characteristic 
hissing produced by a Black Vulture (black lines at 0.7 and 3.1 sec). Note that the 
amplitude spikes at ~2.2 sec intervals were made from another local bird, and they 
were intentionally not subtracted to provide a visual reference of another shape of 
the sound produced by other bird. 
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BOOK REVIEWS
Hawks in Flight (2nd edition), by Pete Dunne, David Sibley, and Clay Sutton. 

2012. Houghton Mifflin Harcourt, Boston. 335 pp., numerous color photographs 
and pen-and-ink drawings. Clothbound, $26.00. ISBN 978-0395709597.

This is the second edition of a previous work that I’ve always found useful under 
many conditions. This edition includes 11 new species and contains useful sketches, 
emphasizing important topographic traits, and exquisite photos, giving the reader an 
opportunity to see the raptor under a variety of realistic conditions. It is logically ar-
ranged, first by taxonomic group, covering all the raptors that breed in North America, 
and then calling out those with limited ranges in Florida, the Southwest, and Texas. It 
is a reference that can be useful in one’s library or backpack. It has the kind of detail in 
which one can enjoyably get lost from the armchair, but its layout, graphics, and text 
also make it useful in the field. It’s a book for both the experienced raptor biologist 
and the serious beginner. Although I’ve worked with raptors for almost 4 decades, 
I still found many interesting facts, revealing perspectives, and identification hints.

The stated aim of Hawks in Flight is to be a book that “integrates an array of 
carefully selected photographs,…superb illustrations, and a clear, informative text 
and takes raptor identification to a higher level” and “places in the users’ hands an 
identification skill set that would otherwise take years to master.”

I liked this edition right from the beginning, as I read the first chapter, titled “The 
Flight Identification of Raptors: From the Shotgun to the Sublime.” The book goes 
beyond simply telling the reader what to look for to distinguish one species from 
another and tells the reader how to look for those features and how to process that 
information.  The basic format is (1) a description of each species, its range, migration, 
and behavior, (2) a detailed account of its identifying field marks, and (3) an interesting 
and useful summary section that compares/contrasts similar-looking species.

Chapter 2, “Buteos that Migrate,” is long but, like other taxonomically clustered 
chapters, includes a section on “Migration,” which is very informative. In looking to 
future publications/editions, the phenomenon of migration might enjoy a comfortable 
location if it were honored with its own chapter (although I liked the specificity of 
migration text as it relates to each species of raptor). I welcomed the guidance that 
the authors give the reader about not jumping to conclusions: “Buteo identification, 
like the identification of all birds in flight, relies on a number of hints and clues before 
a judgment is made.” To this end, chapter 2 contains a particularly useful section on 
the subspecies and morphs of the Red-tailed Hawk.

Chapter 3, “Accipiters,” is especially useful to beginners and experienced raptor-
philes alike. I knew I was going to enjoy this chapter when I read the chapter subtitle 
“The Artful Dodgers.” The description of how each accipiter responds to the buffeting 
of the wind brought to mind what I’ve observed but not really seen (thanks!). Much 
of the same can be said for chapters 4 (Falcons: Birds that Measure Distance by the 
Horizon), 5 (Pointed-winged Kites: The Wind-Given Form), 6 (Northern Harrier: 
The Great Fooler), 7 (Eagles and Vultures: Big Black Birds), 8 (Crested Caracara: A 
Chimera in Big Black Bird Clothing), and 9 (Osprey: The Fish Hawk). Following that 
sequence of taxonomy-based chapters is a treat for those hawk watchers who find 
themselves in the Southwest (chapter 10), Florida (chapter 11), or the Rio Grande and 
environs (chapter 12).  The last chapter (13) is a brief introduction to “Other Birds 
that Soar.” The bibliography is a welcome inclusion, and although there are very few 
citations more recent than 2000, most readers will find it valuable.

I liked the clever turns of phases in descriptions of raptors and their habitat, whether 
it be accipiters called “short-range interceptors,” the preferred habitat of the Golden 
Eagle described as “terrain that is at odds with the horizon,” or a kite likened to a 
“sonnet…wrapped in feathers.” In speaking about falcons, the authors rightly point 
out that “to discerning eyes, the way a falcon signs its name is how it flies.” When 
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comparing the Merlin with the American Kestrel, that signature “is not a matter of 
degree, it is quantum.” 

The reader will appreciate the authors sharing facts that are obvious only if the 
observer has studied many raptor species over a wide spectrum of geography and 
conditions. For instance, in the chapter on buteos, they relate that “Red-tailed are 
capable of hover hunting in place, but over much of North America only Red-tailed 
and Ferruginous hawks are adept at kiting” (p. 24), and then they go on to clearly 
distinguish between kiting and hovering; terms which are often misused by even the 
experienced raptor biologist.

This book’s success is a function of four things: (1) the authors’ long history of observing 
and analyzing raptors in the field, (2) the recent advances in digital photography, (3) the 
clever and revealing sketches, and (4) thoughtful and careful organization of a meaningful 
text, punctuated by memorable metaphors. The outstanding level of accomplishment 
and educational value of this book would not have been possible had there not been the 
synergism of the recognizable expertise of Pete Dunne, David Sibley, and Clay Sutton.

The many strengths of the book include a comprehensive list of North American 
raptor taxa, descriptions of flight styles and behavior, a detailed look at plumage 
variation within species (including effects of wear, fading, and molt), and a text that 
is extremely well written and user-friendly. No important weaknesses come to mind.

This is a well-edited, practical, logical contribution to the raptor literature that takes 
the time to provide meaty, and often entertaining, text. It is a must-read reference 
book and field assistant. In my opinion, the book meets and exceeds its goals.

Jeffrey L. Lincer 
RICA, La Mesa, California

The Crossley Guide: Raptors by Richard Crossley, Jerry Liguori, and Brian 
Sullivan. 2013. Princeton University Press, Princeton, NJ. 286 pp., numerous com-
puter-assisted color photographs in typical habitats, some in the form of a quiz, and 
species accounts with range maps. Paperbound, $29.95. ISBN 978-0691157405.

One of a new series of “ID Guides,” The Crossley Guide: Raptors addresses 34 
species. The book is organized into three parts: the first provides computer-assisted 
images of the raptors, from several angles, in expected habitat/settings, with side-
by-side comparisons of the sexes, ages, morphs, and similar species. The photos 
of each species cover two pages for scarce and localized species or four pages for 
more common or widespread species. These photos, generally, give the reader an 
opportunity to see the raptor under a variety of realistic conditions. Some of these 
plates are in the form of a quiz. The second part consists of species accounts, broken 
down by overview, flight style, size and structure, plumage, geographic variation, molt, 
similar species, status and distribution, migrations, and vocalizations. The third part 
provides the answers to the photo quizzes in the first part. 

This is a reference and teaching tool that will be most usable from the armchair 
or in a unique classroom situation. It’s a book for the serious beginner, although I 
did find a few new “facts.” I put “facts” in quotes because there’s an awkward lack 
of citations and references, as if the authors didn’t rely on the considerable contribu-
tions of other raptor biologists and their previous publications. This omission often 
struck me as a bit egocentric, nonscientific, and shallow. For instance, the authors 
indicated that the Falco peregrinus pealei is “partly migratory, with some individu-
als wintering as far south as Mexico (p. 253),” contradicting the previous paragraph 
stating that “Peale’s is a resident [italics added] across the Pacific Northwest coast to 
the outer Aleutian Islands.”

The authors write that the book “is intended as a halfway house between reality 
and old school traditional guides. It takes you ‘out of the field’ where you can enjoy 
the beauty of the outdoors and bird from the armchair.” More on that later.
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I found the preface a bit off-putting in that it smacked of egocentricity in not giving 
the giants who came before the authors proper recognition and/or appreciation. The 
introduction is useful, along with the detailed “raptor topography,” although some 
of the lines connecting the topographic features and their names are hard to see.

The first part of the book, “Raptor Images,” is an interesting approach and may 
be useful to the beginner, but I felt like it was needlessly touted/oversold in more 
than one instance. In general, the book needed better editing. In many instances, the 
text editing was incomplete, if not haphazard. In some cases, it was difficult to match 
up the colors as described in the text with the colors in the photos. Other examples 
include typos, repeated sentences, sentences so shortened they are not understand-
able, facts repeated in the same section, half words, poor punctuation, etc. The use 
of the current 4-letter acronym is helpful, and I enjoyed the clever presentation of 
a variety of lighting conditions (black and white, looking into the sun, and sunrise 
lighting).  Those should be helpful to the user.

I liked the way that the species accounts are organized. The unique first paragraph 
is commonly told from either the perspective of an uncomfortable raptor biologist/
birder in the field or from the perspective of a hungry raptor—an approach that’s 
innovative and entertaining and should tend to keep the reader’s attention. The 
distinctions between the juvenile and adult plumages are, usually, made quite well. 
Discussions of what species might be confused with another were helpful and, in some 
cases, revealing; the instances of hybridization were interesting (but not confirmable 
without references). The species accounts, like the first part of the book, could have 
benefited from better editing (e.g., poor use of punctuation, apparent inconsistency 
between the text and the range map, apparently contradictory statements). 

The inclusion of a glossary is a nice, and useful, touch. An index is usually a wel-
come addition to any book. But this book’s index essentially duplicated the table of 
contents in that it was limited to the species of raptors. If there is a future reprinting, 
the authors might consider either leaving the index out (and saving a page) or extend-
ing its coverage to include major topics.

As with most collaborations, I believe that the combined talents of each of the 
authors contributed positively to a better product than would have been possible 
without that collaboration.

Does the book meet its goals? It is an interesting, if not well-edited, book that will 
get the reader “out of the field.” It can accomplish that goal, but why would we want 
to do that? Given the need to get kids back into their environment, this seems like a 
goal that completely dismisses the “nature deficit disorder” that plagues the children 
of today, who will never be the environmental stewards of tomorrow if they continue 
to spend all their time in the armchair and not in the woods. 

Although I would not recommend this book for the experienced raptor biologist/
enthusiast, it can certainly be appreciated from one’s armchair, especially by those 
who are just beginning to get interested in raptors. It also has potential utility as a 
text for a class or workshop on raptors. One concern I have is the way the book is 
bound. The cover is glued to the pages adjacent to it in a way that makes me wonder 
if it will hold together. It may, but I have not seen this kind of construction in the past 
and, certainly, wouldn’t test its strength by taking it into the field, even if it stayed in 
my backpack.

Jeffrey L. Lincer 
RICA, La Mesa, California

BOOK REVIEWS
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HYBRIDIZATION OF THE BLACK-FOOTED AND 
LAYSAN ALBATROSSES
CAMERON RUTT, P. O. Box 223, Blooming Glen, Pennsylvania 18911;  
cameronrutt@gmail.com

ABSTRACT: Although the Laysan (Phoebastria immutabilis) and Black-footed 
Albatrosses (P. nigripes) have been known to hybridize for more than a century, little 
has been published regarding plumage variation of the hybrid progeny. During six 
months of field work on Laysan, Hawaii, I noted 13 possible hybrids (five presumed 
F1 hybrids, three possible F2 backcrosses with the Black-footed Albatross, and at least 
four possible F2 backcrosses with the Laysan Albatross). Apparent F2 backcrosses 
with the Black-footed Albatross differ from it most noticeably in their black-and-white 
underwings and much more extensive white circling the face. Apparent F2 backcrosses 
with the Laysan Albatross differ from that species most noticeably in their extensive 
gray smudging throughout the body and darker underwing coverts. Apparent F2 
backcrosses interbreed with the Black-footed Albatross, the first evidence of any hybrid 
pairing with that parental species.

The Laysan (Phoebastria immutabilis) and Black-footed Albatrosses (P. 
nigripes) have been known to hybridize for more than a century (Rothschild 
1900, Fisher 1948). The breeding ranges of these two species overlap widely 
in the northwestern Hawaiian Islands, particularly on Midway Atoll and Lay-
san Island (Awkerman et al. 2008, 2009, Pyle and Pyle 2009). Although 
hybrids receive mention in a few contemporary field guides (Sibley 2000, 
Dunn and Alderfer 2006), because they are not illustrated or often observed 
at sea, hybrid phenotypes are not well known to many field ornithologists, 
though a few photographs were published by Awkerman et al. (2009), Pyle 
and Pyle (2009), and Howell (2012). Only McKee and Pyle (2002) have 
discussed the subject of hybridization between the Laysan and Black-footed 
Albatrosses with regard to plumage variation in each species. 

In North American waters, presumed hybrids have been found very infre-
quently (McKee and Pyle 2002, Howell 2012). Although a few have been 
reported off California (Debra Shearwater, pers. comm.), none have been 
confirmed there (Hamilton et al. 2007), and several bleached Black-footed 
Albatrosses have been misidentified as hybrids (Figure 1; McKee and Pyle 
2002). Hybrids have also caused confusion with the Short-tailed Albatross (P. 
albatrus): Roberson (1986) suggested that one of the first Short-tailed Alba-
trosses reported in California in the 20th century was one of these hybrids 
(Helm 1980, McKee and Pyle 2002). Despite extensive research, I am aware 
of just one individual documented at sea, a presumed first-generation (F1) 
hybrid photographed by Robert L. Pitman off the Aleutian Islands, Alaska, 
on 2 June 2002 (Howell 2012: figure A2a.2, Sophie Webb pers. comm.). 

In this paper I aim to update and expand upon McKee and Pyle (2002), 
presenting further photographs of presumed F1 hybrids, possible second-
generation (F2) backcrosses with both parental species, another bird of inde-
terminate hybrid origin, and a particularly unusual aberrant plumage aspect 
of the Black-footed Albatross. These variations may be sources of confusion 
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with other rare or vagrant albatrosses in the North Pacific (Roberson 1986, 
McKee and Pyle 2002, Howell 2012).

MECHANICS OF HyBRIDIzATION

Hybridization in tubenoses is very rare (Howell 2012), and—despite being 
North America’s only well-documented example—successful hybridization 
between the Black-footed and Laysan Albatrosses is also rare (Fisher 1972, 
Howell 2012). During six months (September 2011–March 2012) of field 
work on Laysan, Hawaii, I noted only 13 possible hybrids (five presumed 
F1 hybrids, three possible F2 backcrosses with the Black-footed Albatross, at 
least four possible F2 backcrosses with the Laysan Albatross, and one bird of 
unknown hybrid origin) among approximately 150,000 and 24,000 breed-
ing pairs of the Laysan and Black-footed Albatrosses, respectively (Pyle and 
Pyle 2009). McKee and Pyle (2002) suspected that hybrids arise through 
forced extra-pair copulation of male Black-footed with female Laysan Alba-
trosses, rather than through bonded mixed pairs. Alternatively, it is possible 
that hybrid progeny originate from females that are willing to accept these 
extra-pair copulations (Tristan McKee pers. comm.), although there is no 
direct evidence for either scenario. Brief interspecific courtship dances have 

FEATURED PHOTO

Figure 1. Apparently a very bleached Black-footed Albatross. Aside from the 
conspicuously pale head, which could suggest hybrid origin, the bill structure and 
plumage, with brown tones throughout, are consistent with the Black-footed Albatross. 
West of Kruzof Island, near Sitka, Alaska, May 2012. 

Photo by Linda Behnken 
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been reported (Fisher 1972, McKee and Pyle 2002), yet I never witnessed 
any such dances on Laysan, nor did I detect any evidence of bonded mixed 
pairs, supporting the hypotheses of either forced or voluntary extra-pair 
copulations. 

HyBRIDS

In addition to being intermediate in plumage aspects, hybrids differ from 
the parental species in vocalizations, bare-part coloration, and behavior 
(Fisher 1972; Table 1). Behaviorally, the two species have numerous dif-
ferences in their courtship dances (Fisher 1972). The Black-footed and 
Laysan Albatrosses also walk with noticeably different postures; Black-footed 
Albatrosses walk with the neck partially extended in front of the body and 
the head held low, while Laysan Albatrosses maintain a nearly vertical neck 
posture and the head held high (Fisher 1972). Furthermore, preferences for 
breeding habitat differ: the Laysan Albatross prefers the vegetated, interior 
portions of islands, the Black-footed Albatross more exposed outer sandy 
beaches (Fisher 1972). All of these reported behavioral differences were 
consistent with my observations on Laysan.

When possible in the field, I attempted to assess apparent hybrids’ plum-
age aspect, bare-part coloration, walking posture, colony composition, 
and breeding behavior. Unfortunately, my departure in March precluded 
the opportunity to determine whether chicks successfully fledged and pre-
vented documentation of plumages of hybrid progeny. Without marking of 
individuals or genetic confirmation, these observations of phenotypes are 
all necessarily tentative. Categorizations of presumed hybrids, especially of 
possible backcrosses, are inferences. 

“CLASSIC” PRESUMED F1 HyBRIDS 

In all respects—physically, behaviorally, and reproductively—the five pre-
sumed F1 hybrids appeared more closely aligned to the Laysan than to the 
Black-footed Albatross. If the forced-copulation hypothesis is correct—a female 
Laysan Albatross being fertilized in an extra-pair copulation with a male Black-
footed Albatross—it could explain the behavioral and reproductive associations 
with the Laysan Albatross, as an F1 chick would have been raised by a pair 
of Laysan Albatrosses (McKee and Pyle 2002). The main physical difference 
between F1 hybrids and the Laysan Albatross was the former having pearly to 
smoky gray head and neck feathering (Figure 2), which ended rather abruptly 
on the lower breast, contrasting markedly with the white belly. The pale pat-
terning on the head, with a white nose band and lower white eye-arc, was more 
reminiscent of the Black-footed Albatross, but the white across the forehead 
was more extensive and extended into the eyebrow. Structurally, the bill shape 
matched that of the Laysan Albatross, appearing longer and narrower than that 
of the Black-footed Albatross (Pyle 2008) and having a more obvious saddle 
to the culminicorn. Bare parts were generally darker than those of a Laysan 
Albatross; the bills of F1 hybrids had a dusky tip (darker than the blue-gray of 
an average Laysan Albatross) and a dark base to the culminicorn, lacking the 
yellowish-orange base of the bill of an adult Laysan Albatross. The legs of F1 

FEATURED PHOTO
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hybrids were darker than those of the Laysan Albatross and more blue-gray, 
with gray or dark purplish feet, generally lacking pink tones. These hybrids also 
showed fairly extensive dark gray smudging around the legs and flanks, areas 
that are cleanly white on a typical Laysan Albatross. Finally, the underwings of 
F1 hybrids that I was able to observe showed reduced white and more extensive 
black, particularly in the humerals (upper photo on this issue’s back cover). 

Behaviorally and reproductively, these F1 hybrids were also more similar 
to the Laysan Albatross. F1 hybrids walked with the head held high, like a 
Laysan Albatross. Minimal observations of these hybrids’ courtship dances 
also suggested they were more like those of the Laysan Albatross (Fisher 
1972). Similarly, their territories were in locations dominated by Laysan 
Albatrosses (average 76% of the nearest neighboring birds); one hybrid was 
in a predominantly Black-footed Albatross colony (nearest neighbors 28% 
Laysan Albatrosses), whereas three were located in the more vegetated inte-
rior of the island, in areas occupied almost exclusively by Laysan Albatrosses. 

I detected only one of the five F1 hybrids engaged in successful reproduc-
tion (Figure 3). It was paired with a Laysan Albatross and was incubating 
and/or brooding a chick from 24 December 2011 through at least 11 
February 2012.

POSSIBLE BLACK-FOOTED ALBATROSS BACKCROSSES

In order for this phenotype to be generated, I speculate that F1 hybrids bred 
with a Black-footed Albatross. And as with the origin of F1 hybrids, I hypoth-
esize that this backcrossing resulted from extra-pair copulations of a male 
Black-footed Albatross with a female hybrid, as all the aforementioned evidence 
suggests an otherwise strong affinity of F1 hybrids for the Laysan Albatross.

Unlike F1 hybrids, possible F2 backcrosses with the Black-footed Albatross 
were physically, behaviorally, and reproductively more similar to that spe-
cies. These F2 hybrids appeared paler than the whitest extreme of the oldest 
male Black-footed Albatrosses (lower photo on this issue’s back cover). The 
head and neck of these hybrids were gray-brown, and they had more gray 
in the upperparts as well. A white face encircled the eye and bill (not limited 
to a white nose band); this bold facial pattern may seem novel for this spe-
cies pair, yet it mirrors the paler cheeks of the Black-footed Albatross. The 
belly of F2 hybrids was white, with a cutoff to the darker gray neck as in F1 
hybrids (Figure 4). Compared to that of F1 hybrids and Laysan Albatrosses, 
the bill appeared comparatively stout and lacked the distinct saddle to the 
culminicorn, matching the Black-footed Albatross. The bill was significantly 
paler than that of the average Black-footed Albatross, being drab, pale pink 
with a dark base to the culminicorn, again as in F1 hybrids. Their dark gray 
or flesh-colored legs and feet were also paler than those of a Black-footed 
Albatross, with some mottling. Although I obtained only a single look at 
one of these hybrids’ underwings, it had strikingly white coverts with black 
primary coverts and humerals, much as in a pure Laysan Albatross, and 
very unlike a Black-footed Albatross. These three apparent F2 hybrids all 
closely matched an “unidentified albatross” photographed on Laysan in 
1995, McKee and Pyle’s (2002) figure 19, which those authors cautiously 
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left unresolved without the aid of any behavioral information. Although not 
previously described well, these hybrids are not just of recent occurrence; 
Peter Pyle (pers. comm.) photographed a similar bird on Laysan as early 
as 1984.

In addition to their plumage characteristics, these hybrids acted like and 
associated with Black-footed Albatrosses. I observed all three of these pos-
sible F2 hybrids walk with a crouching posture, like a Black-footed Albatross. 
Additionally, one of these hybrids engaged in an extended bout of courtship 
dancing with a Black-footed Albatross (upper photo on this issue’s inside 
back cover), matching the style, complexity, and tempo of the Black-footed 
Albatross’s display and unlike that of a Laysan Albatross (Fisher 1972). These 
possible F2 hybrids were strongly associated with Black-footed Albatrosses, 
which were 93% of their nearest neighbors. If these birds were, in fact, 
the result of hybridization, these observations belie the previously reported 
preference of hybrids to socialize only with Laysan Albatrosses (Fisher 1972, 
McKee and Pyle 2002), an observation based solely upon F1 hybrids. All of 
these F2 hybrids were found on exposed outer sandy beaches typical of the 
Black-footed Albatross’s habitat. 

Two of these three F2 hybrids were paired with Black-footed Albatrosses 
and shared parental duties (Figure 5), successfully hatching chicks (26 De-
cember 2011–17 February 2012; 20 November 2011–17 February 2012). 
No evidence of a hybrid successfully breeding with a Black-footed Albatross 
has been reported previously (Awkerman et al. 2008). 

POSSIBLE LAySAN ALBATROSS BACKCROSSES

Identifying possible F2 backcrosses with the Laysan Albatross was difficult, 
as it was impossible to delineate the extreme in darkness of a genetically 
pure Laysan Albatross (McKee and Pyle 2002). Because of this lack of clear 
distinction, multiple F2 backcrosses with the Laysan Albatross may have 
passed unnoticed—unlike the other hybrid phenotypes, which were very 
conspicuous. Individuals into which Black-footed Albatross DNA may have 
introgressed from an interspecific hybrid of a past generation had more ex-
tensive gray smudging overall, including the cheek, crown, lower hindneck, 
bend of the wing, uppertail coverts, and particularly around the lower belly, 
vent, and undertail coverts (lower photo on this issue’s inside back cover). 
Additionally, multiple birds showed reduced white in the underwing coverts, 
and one individual appeared to have largely dark underwings. Otherwise, 
these birds suggested a dark Laysan Albatross. 

UNKNOWN HyBRID COMBINATION

On 8 March 2012, I observed briefly in flight a fourth type of possible 
hybrid. Its head and neck were like those of a Laysan Albatross, but it had 
a sooty body and undertail coverts, dark underwings, and grayish uppertail 
coverts, much like an apparent hybrid photographed on Midway Atoll 28 
December 2006 (Figure 6). 
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Figure 2. The most commonly detected hybrid phenotype, a presumed F1 hybrid. 
These hybrids looked and acted much like the Laysan Albatross, but note the largely 
pearl gray head and neck, with white facial patterning like that of a Black-footed 
Albatross. Laysan Island, 18 December 2011. 

Photo by Cameron Rutt 

Figure 3. Another presumed F1 hybrid, this was the only individual engaged in 
successful reproductive behavior (here seen incubating), although actual parentage 
of the chick is unknown. This hybrid shared duties with a Laysan Albatross and 
successfully hatched a chick. Laysan Island, 25 December 2011.

Photo by Cameron Rutt
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Figure 4. This possible F2 backcross with a Black-footed Albatross looked noticeably 
grayer than that species in flight, and it had an obvious white face. The underwing 
pattern was strikingly unlike that of a Black-footed Albatross, with largely white 
underwing coverts and black primary coverts and humerals like those of a Laysan 
Albatross. Laysan Island, 12 November 2011. 

Photo by Cameron Rutt

Figure 5. Another possible F2 backcross with a Black-footed Albatross, this was one 
of two that paired with a Black-footed Albatross and successfully hatched chicks. If 
these birds are correctly identified as hybrids, this is the first documentation of a hybrid 
breeding with a Black-footed Albatross. Laysan Island, 11 February 2012. 

Photo by Cameron Rutt
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ABERRANT BLACK-FOOTED ALBATROSSES

Two albatrosses on Laysan had plumage aspects that could suggest hybrid-
ization; however, they seem more likely to represent aberrant Black-footed 
Albatrosses (Figures 7 and 8). Nearly identical, these birds were like pale, 
scaly, and frosty versions of a Black-footed Albatross, looking largely beige 
and silver. Their white faces recalled the pattern of a Black-footed Albatross 
and were much like those of the possible F2 backcrosses with the Black-
footed Albatross, but their bills were bright pink. Unlike these F2 hybrids 
and the Laysan Albatross, however, their upperwings had dark patches and 
their underwings appeared much like a uniform, paler version of a Black-
footed Albatross’s. The underwing pattern may be critical in distinguishing 
these birds from possible F2 backcrosses with the Black-footed Albatross, 
which could appear similar, particularly at sea, where other details would 
be less apparent. These individuals were remarkably similar to a leucistic 
Black-footed Albatross photographed off Santa Barbara, California (Howell 
2012: figure 25); one may have been the same individual. McKee and Pyle 
(2002) addressed aberrant plumage aspects of the Black-footed and Laysan 
Albatrosses more exhaustively.
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Figure 6. Although this presumed hybrid could at first suggest a different species, the 
bill structure and color, as well as the head pattern, are all consistent with a Laysan 
Albatross. It is unclear how this phenotype might arise, although it appears most similar 
to an extremely dark version of a possible F2 backcross with a Laysan Albatross. The 
pattern of the underwings would help categorize it. Midway Atoll, 28 December 2006. 

Photo by Ryan DiGaudio 
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Figure 7. Initially thought to be a hybrid, this aberrant Black-footed Albatross had 
the white face of possible F2 backcrosses with the Black-footed Albatross (Figure 8) 
but lacked any other characteristics of the Laysan Albatross. It associated with Black-
footed Albatrosses and walked with that species’ crouching posture, as did the bird 
pictured in Figure 8. Laysan Island, 27 November 2011. 

Photo by Cameron Rutt

Figure 8. An individual different from that in Figure 7, though nearly identical, 
distinguishable by different apparent molt limits (or, perhaps, leucism) in the primaries. 
This aberrant Black-footed Albatross could cause confusion at sea, but it lacked the 
white and black underwing pattern of all presumed F1 and possible F2 hybrids. Laysan 
Island, 15 December 2011.

Photo by Cameron Rutt
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CONCLUSION

Although rare on their breeding grounds and scarcely observed at sea, 
presumed hybrid Black-footed × Laysan Albatrosses may be categorized by 
at least three different but consistent phenotypes. Table 1 outlines criteria 
for distinguishing these three phenotypes from the parental species. In par-
ticular, underwing pattern may be critical in revealing hybrids or classifying 
problematic individuals. Most previous documentation of hybrids stems from 
Midway, so my observations on Laysan Island complement those descrip-
tions. Further observation of hybrids may reveal that at sea their distribution 
tracks that of the Laysan rather than the Black-footed Albatross, concen-
trated in the Gulf of Alaska and around the Aleutians. In any case, birders 
throughout the North Pacific should watch for these birds and document 
them when possible, as hybrid albatrosses are truly rare at sea.
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ERRATUM
In Western Birds 44(3), Figures 5, 6, and 7 in the article Dark-faced Common 

Murres of Central California in Fall and Winter (Western Birds 44:250–259, 2013) 
were inadvertently omitted; they are reproduced here. I apologize for this unfortunate 
lapse to author Peter Pyle and the readers of Western Birds.

Philip Unitt

Figure 5. Distribution of facial scores (see Figure 1) of Common Murres in basic and 
formative plumage on the basis of specimens and birds studied in the field. The latter 
were scored between 30 September and 6 November, when birds should have few or 
no alternate feathers (see text). Birds observed on four trips from Bodega Bay to Half 
Moon Bay (30 September–6 November, 2011 and 2012) and on one trip off Fort 
Bragg (6 November 2011) analyzed separately. See text for statistical comparisons. 
Sample sizes for basic plumage: 61 specimens, 209 live birds off central California, 
and 55 live birds off Fort Bragg; for formative plumage: 29 specimens, 100 live birds 
off central California, and 31 live birds off Fort Bragg.

Western Birds 44:334–335, 2013
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Figure 6. Variation in the head plumage of chicks and juveniles of the Common Murre. 
The nestling (top, CAS 88095) was collected on Southeast Farallon Island 7 June 
1964; the juveniles (middle, CAS 15545; bottom, 15546) were collected on Monterey 
Bay 19 August 1909. CAS 88095 shows the pattern typical of natal down; CAS 
15545 was one of only three of the sample of 33 juveniles showing dark auriculars.

Figure 7. Completely dark Common Murre with two in typical alternate plumage, 
photographed 24 July 2013, 14 km southeast of the Farallon Islands, flying south. 
That the dark bird was carrying a fish indicates it was breeding, perhaps on the 
Farallon Islands.

Photo by Dru Devlin NOAA/ONMS/ACCESS
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